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New class fees generate almost $30,000
BT Ow. TACHETT

Ednor

TIM MOMV

CRUNCH
This is the
second in a
four-part series
examining how
budget
cutbacks affect
students and
their wallets.

Many students faced new fees on
their bite this ML On* third of the way
through the semester, those fees have
produced nearly $30,000
The fees, which were passed by the
Board of Regents last spring, apply to 79
different classes in both the College of
Arts and Sciences and the College of
Business and Technology.
Ranging from $8 for four different
physics classes to $25 for 11 art classes,
the fees were aaaeaaed to cover the coat
of offering the chases.
Those 79 fees were categorized into
five departments: art, biasness., communications, technology and physics. Since

August, those classes have generated
$28^26.70 from the fees.
Mennda Grant, a public relations and
political science double major from
Richmond, said she decant mind the fees
if they did what they were supposed to do.
1 dont think I'm getting my money's
worth as far as paper and use, but I understand why we have to pay them." Grant said
Ken Johnston, vice president of
finance, said this amount would probably change depending on how many students drop or add a class that has a fee.
Students who drop a class that has a fee
may not get a refund, Johnston said
"Many of the fees provide supplies
for students at the beginning of the
class," Johnston aakL

Trie fees were requested by the colleges to help pay for lab material and
software.
"Every year we must purchase new
software upgrades for one software product or another." arid Robert Rogow, dean
of the College of Business and
Technology. "Upgradtag entire labs with
new software is cosoy."
Rogow said the College of Business
and Technology has increased the
number of computer labs and laboratory courses during the past few years
without assessing similar lab fees.
Although students are charged a
$50 technology fee each semester,
Rogow said that was for the general
See FEES, A8
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Krirt McGarsy/Pfoofsss
Grant, a public relations and political science double major from
Richmond, part one of the new dass fees for her laboratory dass.

Foundation awards
center of debate
versity's mission in teaching, service and
research.
The university's highest honor for
The Faculty Senate is expected to teaching includes not only recognition,
debate a change in the policy for select- but also a $5,000 salary supplement,
ing foundation professors at its monthly
which comes from the EKU
meeting Monday.
Foundation. The foundation is
There is a definite awareness
an affiliate of the university set
that streamlining the process is a
up to encourage scholarship
desirable thing," said Pam
and research.
Scfuomann, Faculty Senate chair.
Since the awards began in
"The debate will be how to do
1988. 41 professors have been
that"
honored.
The motion introduced at the
Previously, foundation profesSenate's last meeting included
sor nominations went through
three changes to the policy for
the department the college and
nominating and selecting foundathen to the committee before
tion professors: that the person
being sent to the provost and
being nominated must be a full'* president If the proposal pass
time professor for five years, pro- chairof Faculty es, the Foundation Professor
fessors cannot nominate them- Senate.
Selection Committee will handle
selves and nominations will go
all nominations.
directly to the committee.
The committee will consider
Foundation professors are two-year each of the nominations and select up to
professorships awarded to faculty who
are recognized for exemplifying the uniSee FOUNDATION, A8
BY DENA TACKETT
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Extended campuses
elect first senators
BY JENMFER ROGERS

NewsedHor
Eun- Young You/Progresi

Headcount, number of first-time students increase
BY JENMFER ROGERS

NewsedHor

Eastern's fall enrollment seems
to have taken a turn for the
better. According to preliminary enrollment figures
Eastern turned in to the
Council on Postsecondary Education,
Eastern's enrollment figures as of Sept
15 increased from 14,738 last year to
14,762 this year.
Of this year's enrollment, 12,907 students are undergraduates and 1355 are
graduates.
Associate Vice President for
Enrollment Management Rita Davis
warns that the numbers are "purely estimates, nothing more." State universities
are required to turn in preliminary
enrollment figures for the fall semester
to the Council on Postsecondary
Education by Sept 15.
Davis says that by the time the

Jeff Ev—on, a mantaUst, awes students
during the second New Student Days.

CPE gets final enrollment figures on
Nov. 1, enrollments could change
because students can still drop or add
part-time classes. However, she said
Eastern's numbers usually remain
fairly stable.
"It's more than an estimate; it's a

guesstimate," Davis said.
The slight increase this year represents a change in Eastern's outlook,
Davis says, perhaps meaning Eastern's
enrollment is stabilizing after past years
of decline.
"That's not a huge difference, but
that means we have turned the corner
in losing students," Davis said. "If we
can stabilize this year then maybe next
year we can produce increases."
Davis also said the numbers of firsttime freshmen have increased, from last
year's final figure of 2,023 to this year's
preliminary number of 2,166.
She said the challenge now is to
retain those freshmen in the years to
come. Davis said Eastern students may
leave school, but if s not always permanently.
"We're not a drop-out school, we're a
stop-out school," she said. Davis said
that although students may leave for
See ENROLLMENT, A8

For the first time ever. Eastern's three
extended campuses will send student
representation to the Richmond campus
as members of the Student Government
Association.
The SGA allowed the extra representation into its constitution last year, and
this year, representatives from
Manchester, Danville and Corbin will join
the Student Senate one Tuesday per
month.
Students at each of the extended campuses are electing a committee that will
be led by a chair, who will be a voting
member of the Student Senate; other
members include a vice-chair, secretary,
treasurer and a representative.
Kara Tatum, vice president of the
SGA, says that the Senate hopes extended campus representatives will be able to
come to meetings at the same times. The
SGA is planning on reimbursing representatives for their travel expenses to
Richmond.
Tatum said that the Senate has talked
about using Kentucky Telelinking
Network technology and conference calling to involve the extended campus representatives in meetings every week.

Danville student, firefighter helps in NYC
BY KEVIN HOW ARC

Assistant news editor

Since the Sept 11 attacks, heroes have
emerged not only out of New York, but
also out of Casey County. Travis
Richardson, a freshman at Eastern's
Danville campus and volunteer fireman
for Casey County, was one member out
of a team of 10 that was asked to help in
the relief efforts in New York City.
"I was sitting in class when I received
a phone call from the Casey County
Emergency Services' dispatch,"
Richardson said. "At this time, I was
unaware of the attacks until the dispatch
on the phone told me what was going on
and then asked me if I could help out
with the relief efforts. I really did not
know what to think."
At the time, Richardson was not sure
what he was going to say.
"I told the dispatch that I would have
to talk it over with my family and that I
would get back with them soon," he said.
Richardson's family agreed to let him

r

"I let the dispatch
know that I was going
to go help," he said.
"Then we started getting things together,
like 15 cases of medical
supplies, about 15 minutes after the first plane
had hit the World
Trade Center, and then
we were ready to leave
by that following midnight"
Richardson and his a student at
group could not fly to Eastern's
New York, because all Danville
the airports had been campus and a
closed, and all flights firefighter.
had been grounded.
"We took a fire cruiser and a 15-passenger van that was donated to us. We arrived in New York City
within 24 hours The drive took about 12
hours, and we went between 85 and 90
miles per hour the whole way with sirens
and lights flaring," Richardson said.

r
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Although Richardson and his group
were eager to help, none of them were
sure of what to expect when they got
there.
"As we were on our way up. Bill
Callinan, chief of the fire department,
tried to prepare us for what we could
expect We were all anxious and very nervous at the same time," Richardson said.
Richardson explained that they were
not really allowed to help until about
Thursday.
"It was very hard to get into the city to
help," he said "We were stopped several
times and asked for the proper credentials. They were not letting the average
Joe into the city to help. There were so
many people that needed help and here
we were waiting. I wanted to help the
minute that I got there."
Once the team got past the security, it
was again asked to wait until it got its
assignment.
"We were temporarily put in the triage
center, a temporary hospital, and as they
needed us they would yell out our name.

and we would be instructed on what we
could do at die time to help," Richardson
said.
The team was later instructed on
where to go and what to do.
"We were eventually put at ground
zero, and we had several jobs," Richardson
said. "We were to help in search and rescue, body recovery, the bucket brigade,
and we even handed out water and food to
the other rescuers there. Bucket brigade
was where everyone stood in a line and
filled buckets up with debris and then
handed them back to be dumped."
Richardson said that he never found
anyone, but there were some other rescuers near to him who found two survivors among the debris.
"I saw two people being pulled out from
under the remains of the World Trade
Center," Richardson said. "Everyone stood
and applauded as they were dragged to
safety. It is hard to further describe how I
felt I had the best feeling that I have ever
had."
See DANVILLE, AB

When they cannot be in Richmond for
meetings, the representatives will be
allowed to vote by absentee ballot
Tatum said the extra representation
will allow senators here in Richmond to
realize that their decisions affect students
across the state.
Tatum said the new committees would
be working on issues like obtaining equal
services and opportunities for their campuses. She said a major issue is providing
activities for the students.
"Granted, we don't have to (go to
activities on the Richmond campus), but
they don't even have the option there,"
Tatum said. She said many of the students never reap the benefits of their
activity fees.
She said the campus committees
would be funded through SGA Although
elections are being held manually this
semester, the Senate hopes to have the
spring elections held online in conjunction with Richmond campus elections
In Danville, students elected their first
representatives Tuesday. Virginia Jones,
a senior corrections and juvenile justice
major from Harrodsburg, waa elected as
the chair of her campus committee.
Jones is married and is the mother of
See SENATORS, A8
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Eastern names Holmes
Yoi R Mi \i
new parent/student liaison SMOKE
By,

Managing adHor

Kalhy Holmes has worked
with students for nearly 30 years,
but her dream has been to work
one on one with students. Now, as
Eastern's new parent/student liaison. Holmes is getting that
chance.
As an administrative assistant
in the Housing Office for the
past 28 years. Holmes primarily
handled room assignments,
room changes and some clerical
work. Holmes' new duties at
parent/student liaison for
Eastern's Student Affairs Office
will include assisting students
with questions and strengthening communication with Eastern
Kristi McGarey/Progress
parents.
It (my position) is basically to Kethy Holmes worked as an administrative assistant in the Housing
assist students," Holmes said, not- Office tor nearly 30 years. She was named parent/student liaison Aug. 27.
ing she will serve as a kind of
re—aiinsicr for students and parents who have questions they oth- ing students to give them a ents and students. For instance,
chance to ask questions. She said she believes summer orientation
erwise might not ask.
Mike Reagle, associate vice for the most part students have will serve as a good opportunity
president for student affairs reported that "everything is OK." for students to put a face with a
works closely with Holmes. He However, Holmes said a couple of name, making them more comsaid he is excited about the students did report problems fortable to speak with her if probimplementation of a parent/stu- they've had, and sh< spoke with a lems arise. Holmes also believes
dent liaison on Eastern's cam- couple of parents to see that the her new position will help her in
problems were resolved.
recruitment efforts because she
pus.
"Generally, I think it's (my will be on-hand to answer any
"I think that any position that
is designed to assist in communi- position has) been well received," questions.
In addition. Holmes said she
cation is always needed," Reagle Holmes said.
Holmes said she is excited makes a point to be visible on
said. "In this case, having one person that students can go to when about her new position because campus.
"I go to a kit of campus activities,"
they are unsure where else to go students now have someone to
turn to when they can't find some- Holmes said, adding she attends
is important
"In addition, I think that it's one to speak to in their depart- theatre and music activities and
works with Greek organizations.
essential that we maintain com- ment.
"Everybody has someone
Holmes said she sees her new
munication and assistance with
position as a way to give.
parents. Knowing the crucial now," Holmes said
Reagle said he believes
"I see this as an opportunity
role that parents play in the success of college students, we felt Holmes is the right candidate for to get to know students,"
that it was extremely important the position because she is aware Holmes said, noting a college
to attempt to further open the of the issues that college students student's campus experience
lines of communication with and parents face because of the can be beneficial as long as
recent graduation of her college someone is there to see that
them."
questions are answered and
Holmes was selected as the age daughter.
"She makes the ideal person for problems are eliminated.
parent/student liaison Aug. 27.
Holmes is working to include a
Reagle said the position switch the job because she is a vast knowlwas a "reassignment of duties edge base of information about link on Eastern's Web site for stufor an existing staff member," Eastern and can serve as an infor- dents and parents to visit to
noting there were no other can- mation source for many with ques- obtain information. She said she
didates for the position, and the tions," Reagle said, noting it doesn't anticipates having the link up
reassignment was the best way hurt to have a person in the position soon. Students or parents who
might have questions may reach
to utilize funds and a valued that students already love.
Holmes said she is looking into Holmes
staff member.
by
e-mail
at
During the past few weeks, a couple of ways to be more pro- kathy.holmes@eku.edu or by callHomles has randomly been call- active in communicating with par- ing 622-2050.

Eastern's Sephora Winter Guard
working to increase membership
BVJOMIV—ow
Managing adhor

best that it can be," Patton said.
The group developed from last
year's winter guard, the Center
An Fiwtem organization is look- Stage Performance Ensemble,
ing for creative individuals to add a which earned a gold medal in the
lime spice to its membership.
senior class division. Patton said
Justin Patton is an English last year's group was composed of
major
from
Mi.
12 members, a board of
Washington and director
directors, instructors
of Sephora Winter Guard,
and consultants.
a group similar to color
They (performguard. Members dance,
ers) spend many hours
spin flags, sabers and
practicing, trying to perrifles. Patton said.
form and perfect the
In addition, performers
desired product," Patton
create backdrops and props
said.
and use gymnasium floors
The
group's
to enhance the visual promain goal is to aid in the
duction of their shows. The
retention of Eastern stugroup is an Independent A Justin Patton dents and promote the
Class competitor in the In- is the director
university to incoming
State Winter Guard Circuit of Eastern's
students, according to
and travels to various states winter guard.
Patton.
to compete.
"Sephora
"We're looking for more
Winter Guard tries to
Eastern students and even prospec- promote a positive and professiontive students who are interested in al image while it tours across varipartaking in a role and helping ous states in hopes that more indiSephora Winter Guard become the viduals will become interested in

joining our efforts," Patton said.
The response we have received
in the past year was remarkable and
we are looking forward to an even
better season. We hope more individuals will want to become part of
the winter guard."
The group is looking for individuals interested in design, theatre,
dance, music editing, stage production, choreography, Web site
design, fundraising and stage/drill
writing. Tryouts wffl be held Oct 2628, times will be announced.
Auditions are open to anyone
regardless of experience, according
to Patton. A list of performers will
be announced following tryouts.
Practices will be held on the weekends through December when the
spring semester begins, practices
wfll be held during the week.
Additional information may be
obtained by calling Patton at 6223263
or
emailing
SephoraWGOaol.com. In addition, those interested may contact
the group's sponsor, Melissa
Dieckmann at 622-1276.
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CHURCH DIRECTORY
Abundant Ufc Ministries
305 Gen Lane (behind Recordemilh)
Phone: 859-625-5366
Sunday School: 10 cm.
Sun Morning Worship 11 ».m
Sun. Evening Wonhip: 6 p.m.
Wednesday Evening; 7 p.m.
Radio Service*. Weekday! at 1.30 p.m.
on WC HR 1110 AM
Van rides available on or off campus
(Contact Lynn at 859-624-3601.)
MjUHI
129 Big Hill Ave
Phone: 859-623-1592 (office)
Phone: 859-623-6600 (
machine)
Sunday School: 9:45 ajn.
Monday Worship: 1045 a.m
Evening Worship: 6 p.m.
On Wednesday. Christian Students
Serving Chnst meets at 7 p.m. Call
the office at one of the numbers listed
above for transportation to meetings.
Church ef Christ
461 Tobiano (in Brookline Sub., off
(ioggm. lane - West aide 1-75)
Sunday: 9:30 a.m., 10:20 a.m.. 6 p.m
Wednesday: 7 p.m
Ride: 624-2218 or 985-1924
Bent spa) Church »f Our Savhmr
2323 Lexington Rd (U.S. 25 N.)
Phone: 859-623-1226
Sunday Worship: 8:30 am and II a.m.
Adult bducanon: 9:30 a.m
Canterbury Fellowship: Fridays. Noon.
at Powell drill

FsJth Created Assembly of Gad
Now meeting at 918 Red House Road
on Miller s Landing
Service times: Sunday. 9 a.m. k 10:45
Wednesday Family Night: 7 p.m.
For rides or more information call 859623-4639.
While on campus, visit the Wesley
Foundation on Tuesday and Thursday
evenings
First Alliance Church
1405 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-624-9878
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m
Sunday Worship Services: 1045 a.m.
a. 6:30 p.m.
Wednesday Night Youth * Prayer
Services: 7:00 p.m.
For free transportation lo Sunday
morning services, call 859-624-9178.
First Baptist Church
350 W. Main at Lancaster Ave.
Phone: 859-623-4028
Sunday School: 9:40am.
Sunday Worship: 8:30 a.m.. 11 a_m. *
6 p.m.
Wednesday Worship: ft 15 p.m.
SUBS.- 7:30 p.m. at BSU Center.
Supper and Bible Study
First Christiaa Church
(Disciples of Christ)
Main at l-ancaster Ave.

Phone: 859-623-4383
Sunday Early Worship: (informal) 8:40

•as,
Sunday School: 9:40 am.
Sunday Worship. 10 40am
College Bible Study: Tuesday. 9 p.m.
ly Bible Study: 7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church (PCI)SA)
330 W. Main St
Phone: 859-623-5323
Church School: 9:45 am
Sunday Worship: 11 a.m. (rides available)
Westminster Fellowship: Wed.. 7:30
p.m.. at Wallace BMg.. (KMI) room
326.
Family Night Supper, (weekly and
free!) Wed.. 6 p.m., in the Fellowship

Hall.
Pizza And A Movie: (free!) First
Sunday of every month at 6 p.m.. in the
Church Parlor.
Adopt A Student Program: A great
chance to have a home away from
home!
Cary Ashby. Campus Minister
First United Methodist Church

401 West Main St.
Phone: 859-623-3580
Worship Services: Sunday 8:30 am *
10:50 a.m.
Sunday School: 9:40 am.
Wednesday Night Live Meal: 5:15 p.m.
(ficclo KM I students!)
Coffee House Saturday Night: 5:30
p.m. and Measage: 6 p.m.

St. Thaasai Lutheran Cbarch
1285 Barnes Mill Rd.
Phone: 859-623-7254
Sunday Traditional Service: 8:301
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m.
Sunday Contemporary Worship: I

Trinity Missionary Baptist Chnrth
Jacks Creek Pike * U.S. 25 N.
Tony Herald. Minister
Phone:859-623-6868
Sunday School: 9:45 a.m
Sunday Worship Service 11 a.m. and 6
p.m.
Wednesday Service: 7 p.m.
Unitarian IJnlversnnat Fslmibhj
209 St George Street
Where religion and reason meet.
Adult service, youth program, and preschool care: Sunday morning at 10:45.
Family Night: last Sunday of the
month.
For more information call 859-6234614 or 859-626-9940.
WestaMe Christian Church
Bcnnington Ct. (across from Arlington)
Phone: 859423-0382
Sunday School: 945 a.m.
Sunday Worship: 10:45 a.m * ft p.m
Wednesday Worship: 7 p.m.
Transportation available
WWt Oak Pend t hrisrlaa
(Disciples of Chnst)
1238 Barnes Mill Rd. (at Goggins

)
Rkhaasnd Cnnren of Chris*
713 W. Main St.
Phor««: 859-623-8535
Bible Classes: Sunday 9 a J»
Worship. Sunday 10am * 6 p.m.
Bible Study Wednesday 7 p.m.
Need a ride? Our van picks up at the
Daniel Booae statue (EKU) 15 nurtures
prior to all our
Colonel* for Christ meets in the
MecOregor Hall basement lounge the
second Monday of each month From
12-1 p.m. (lunch provided) A the
fourth Thursday of each month
Tpja.
i

e. 8594234515
Sunday Worship. 9 a.m it 11 a.m.
Coffee Fellowship: Sundays. 10 a.m
Sunday School: 10:15 ajn.
Monday Prayer Experience : 5:30
p.m.
Wednesday Dinner and Bible Study: 6

Naza
136 Aspen Avenue
Phone: 859-623-5510
Sunday School: 9:45
Monung Worship:
Sunday evening: 6
Wednesday 7 p.m.
Youth. College * C
Programs
St. Stephen <
405 Uni
Phone: 85
Sunday Man #■
Sunday Suppfln*p4n7($I.OO)
l cltiac* far hecomsng
17 p.m.
Newman Night for all students: Wed
p.m.

X
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Sick of being sick?
vThis will make you feel better!
If you've had mono in the
last 30 days, you could get
$50 *or donating plasma.

after the ball games with
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The Tannery
"Let us Tan Your Hide"
Largest Tanning Salon in Richmond

623-3211
Opening SoqnL
Kevm MarlKVProgress

Parents Weekend
Eastern students and parents had lunch before the football game Saturday in the Alumni Coliseum parking lot as part of Parent's Weekend. From left, JT Fritsche, a sophomore business major from Richmond
and parents Jkn and Nelma. and Daniel Comett. right, a sophomore undeclared major from Richmond and
parents Cathy and Ouane enjoyed one another's company during lunch.

Facilities services employee
dies from stroke Sept. 13
other people," Chrisman said. "He
was always mannerly around the
girls, and I respected him for

BY DEHA TACKETT

EbfoT
Rex
Murphy.
Bobby
Wolfinbarger and James Harrison
called themselves the "A-team."
The three facilities services workers spent eight hours a day
together. They had coffee together, they fished together and they
considered themselves a family.
That family was broken up Sept.
13 when Murphy died of a stroke
at the age of 40.
Murphy joined Eastern's staff
four years ago on July 29, 1997.
He worked for the housing maintenance department of facilities Rex Murphy joined Eastern's faciliservices, which handles general
maintenance for the residence ties sen/ices staff four years ago.
halls, including everything from
plumbing and electrical work to ins on cars, and he loved pockfixing loose tiles.
etknives, especially Tree brand
In the residence halls, students Bokers, his friends said. He also
called Murphy "Uncle Rex," loved to laugh. They often pulled
Harrison said. The three worked pranks on each other at work, and
mostly in Telford, McGregor and Murphy liked to mess up
Wolfinbargi'r's hair for a joke.
Walters halls.
One thing his friends said set
Murphy's wife, Wanda, has
worked for facilities services in him apart from others was that
the Combs Building classrooms Murphy always had a smile and a
for seven years. The two were good word for whomever he met
married for 17 years and have two
"I always called him a big
children, Allen, 17, and Tonya, 15. teddy bear." Harrison said. "He
The Murphys live on campus on would give you the shirt off his
Van Hoose Drive.
back."
Wolfinbarger and Harrison
"He loved his kids." Wanda
recalled times when Murphy had
said Tuesday.
Murphy took his children to been there for them, like when he
McDonald's for breakfast every helped Harrison cut his ill father's
morning, since Wanda had to be grass or when Murphy helped
at work before him. Wolfinbarger Wolfinbarger paint a coworker's
and Harrison said he was very house.
proud of his children. The team's
"He was a friend away from
van is decorated with pictures of work, too," Wolfinbarger said.
"Rex. he was there for you."
all their children.
Before coming to Eastern,
The three, and others in their
office, came in early every morn- Murphy worked as a bricklayer in
ing to have coffee together before his hometown of Irvine. Murphy's
starting the day's work. Murphy supervisor. Larry Chrisman, said
Murphy was always a dependable
made the coffee most of the time.
"It's not the same, but we still worker.
"Rex was a person I could
have it," Wolfinbarger said. "On
our breaks, we just miss Rex. depend on being here in the
We're going to miss him."
morning on time," Chrisman said.
When they weren't at work, "He could do anything I asked
the three fished together at Lake him to do, and he never comReba and the Kentucky River. plained or anything. He was
Harrison said Murphy was a good always willing to help.
crappie fisherman.
Chrisman said he always
/He enjoyed it, and that's what appreciated Murphy's mannered
made it nice." Harrison said.
behavior around the young
Murphy enjoyed a lot of things. women in the residence halls.
"He was always conscious of
He liked talking about and work-

Chrisman, Harrison and
Wolfinbarger said work is different without their friend.
"We go to work and it's not the
same," Wolfinbarger said. "Rex was
always there to greet you with a
smile. Everybody who knew Rex
would have to like Rex. because he
treated everybody right If they didn't like Rex. they were missing out
on a good friend"
Harrison said he and others are
keeping Murphy's memory alive.
"There's not been a half an
hour that goes by since he passed
away that we don't say something
about him," Harrison said.
Murphy took part of the day off
Sept. 6 to take his daughter,
Tonya, to the doctor. On his way
back to work he drove through
Captain D's to get a catfish dinner. Before he could make it to
the pickup window. Murphy had a
stroke on his left side, causing
him to pass the window and hit a
car.
Murphy was transferred to
Lexington from Pattie A. Clay
Hospital that Thursday evening. On
Sept 9, Murphy had another stroke
that left him on a ventilator Until
Sept 13 when he died.
Earlier this summer. Murphy
was picked up by an ambulance
from Burnham Hall and spent a
couple of days in the hospital for
heart problems. He had blocked
arteries in his heart.
Chrisman said he thought many
times he was thankful Murphy dktn't have to see or hear about the terrorist attacks of Sept 11.
Chrisman said when he and
Wolfinbarger visited Murphy in
the hospital, that on one certain
day Murphy hadn't been responding to anyone. The right side of
his brain had swelled.
"Fifteen or 20 minutes after we
got there, the swelling went down
and he prayed and asked the Lord
to forgive him," Chrisman said.
"He was a Christian friend."
All 11 pallbearers wore Eastern
T-shirts and black pants at
Murphy's funeral, Chrisman said
"It made a pretty service, if it
could be a pretty service at that
time," Chrisman said.
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Richmond KY
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Millers Landing
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6234036
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Sunday - Thursday
8 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Friday A Saturday
8 a.m. - 9 p.m.

Nice, Clean Facilities

236 West Main Street

The Magic
FREE
DELIVERY
624-0404

Summer schedule changes
By RONKA BRANDENBURG
News editor
Eastern's summer school
schedule will be a little different
this year. Eastern's Provost
Council made a decision to do
away with the summer intercession term. Instead, there will only
be three semesters, consisting of
spring, fall and summer.
"The idea was that the intercession was very restrictive," said
Michael Marsden, provost and
vice president for academic
affairs. "A student could only take
one course, and a faculty member
could only teach one course."
The new summer session will
consist of one 12-week term in
which a student can take a maximum of 12 credit hours. There will
be two six-week terms, where students can take up to nine credit
hours each. There will be two eightweek terms where a maximum of
nine hours can be taken, and the
summer will end with three fourweek terms where students can
take up to six hours each.
Aaron Thompson, executive
director of the student success
institute, is in charge of making
sure that all of the terms do not
overlap one other.
Rita Davis, associate vice president of enrollment management,
points out that the new summer session wiD enable the students to take
12 hours in the summer and still
have an entire month of vacation left
"It is felt by the Provost
Council that by going to summer
school as the third term, we have
a better shot at trying to serve our
audience," Marsden said.
The summer session will also

offer evening courses. Marsden
stressed that evening classes will
be more convenient for students
with full-time jobs.
"We've got to stop thinking
about summer school as just an
exact duplicate of what we have
done year after year," Marsden
said. ^Ve should begin to think
about it in ways that can better
meet the needs of the student"
Marsden said that for the last
four or five years, summer and
intercession enrollment have
been on the decline.
"Last summer, with real effort.
we turned it around, but the
increase was modest," Marsden
said. The way summer school was
structured wasn't reaDy serving our
students as best as it could."
There will also be changes in
how students enroll for summer
courses.
"Students wiD be able to register
on the Web up to the third day of
class," said Jill Allgier, registrar.
"They wiD be able to register without it being a late registration and
not having to do the paperwork.
The faculty will not be asked to
change the way they operate,
except to be more flexible with
scheduling.
The Provost Council agrees that
the only negative aspect of the new
summer session is that it will be a
change. However. Marsden says
that the effort needed to adapt is
well worth the while.
"The real issue on the table
here is that summer school is the
key to getting a desired degree in
a four year period. Summer
school, if it is done right, can be a
wonderful investment for all of
us," he >aid.

New summer
school schedule:
■ May 14 — Classes begin:
12-week term, first six-week
term, first four-week term and
first eight-week term.
■ May 24 — Mid-term for first
four-week term.
■ May 31 — Mid-term for the
first six-week term.
■ June 7 — Last day of fourweek term, mid-term for the
first eight-week term.
■ June 11 — First day of class
for the second four-week term.
■ June 21 — Mid-term for 12week term, mid-term for second four-week term, last day
of class for the six-week term.
■ June 24 — First day of daw
for the second six-week term.
■ July 5 — Last day of class
for the second four-week term.
and the first eight week term.
■ July 8 — First day of class
for the third four-week term.
■ July 10 — Midterm for the
second six-week term.
■ July 19 — Mid-term for the
third four-week term.
■ August 2 — Last day of
class for the Ml 12-week term,
the second six-week term, the
third four-week term and the
second eight-week term.

pirn
MAGIA

BREAD

STROmOU
THINGS

SWEETIE PIE
CHEESE BREAD

The Society of Professional Journalists is holding a|
yard sale from 8 a.m. to noon Saturday in front of
die Donovan Annex Building (Model School dropoff pick-up area). Items to sold include plates,
glasses, bowls, coffee mugs, books, hair accessories and miscellaneous items. Please stop by!
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Employee loses consciousness;
pickup truck hits Martin Hall
BT BOMCA BWAHWUWG

isnsr

A pickup truck operated by
Preston Gabbard. an employee of
Eastern's facilities services, ran
into a cement wall located at the
main entrance of Martin Hall last
Thursday.
The accident occurred at 10:42
p.m. on Sept 20. According to the
collision report. Gabbard, a 25year-old Berea native, was traveling south in the Martin Lot when
he accelerated his vehicle, causing it to jump the curb and crash
into the wall.
"I was sitting at the front desk
looking out of the glass doors,"
said Adam Hensley, a 21-year-old
senior and staff adviser for Martin

Hall. "I saw him come over the
curb and slam into the wall. He
was shaking when they pulled
him out of the truck."
Witnesses said Gabbard apparently had a seizure. However,
Gabbard said he does not remember having a seizure, but said he
simply fell asleep at the wheel as
a result of overcoming the flu.
Gabbard was given first aid
by the Madison County
Emergency Medical Services
and was transported to Pattie A
Clay Hospital.
They took me to the hospital:
I was given a shot, and I was sent
home that same night," Gabbard
said.
Gabbard said that he has no

persisting injuries or pains due to
the accident; however, witnesses
confirm that he was in a seizurelike state.
"1 held his head while he was
coming out of a seizure," said
Theodore Forbes, who also lives
in Martin Hall.
Kristopher Gilbert, a resident
of Martin Hall, said that
Gabbard's eyes rolled back into
his head, and it took him approximately five minutes to regain consciousness.
Gabbard said that he does not
have a history of seizures.
Gabbard returned to work
Sept. 24 and business continued
normally, according to Mike
Adams, Gabbard's supervisor.

► News Briefs
Compiled by Ronica Brandenburg

Students called to duty
eligible for refund
Eastern students called to duty
for the armed forces are entitled
to a 100 percent tuition, dining
service and housing refund.
In order to withdraw from the
university, a copy of the order
papers and a written request to
withdraw must be sent to the
Office of the Registrar, Coates
CPO 28-A, Eastern Kentucky
University, 521 Lancaster Avenue,
Richmond, Ky.. 404753102.
To withdraw from the dining services, send the order papers with a
request to withdraw to the Card
Office, Attention: Lisa Robinson,
Powell 17, Eastern Kentucky
University, 521 Lancaster Avenue,
Richmond. Ky., 404753102.
To withdraw from housing,
send order papers and a request
to withdraw to the Director of
Housing, Coates CPO 21-A,
Eastern Kentucky University, 521
Lancaster Avenue, Richmond,
Ky., 40475-3102.

Solo recital to be held
Sunday in Brock
Eastern music professor
Richard Bromley will be giving a
solo recital at 3 p.m. Sunday in
the Brock Auditorium.
Bromley has taught music at
Eastern for 27 years and will be
performing four numbers including "Sonata in G Major," and
"Introduction and Variations Op.
160" for flute and piano.
- Harriet Bromley, Richard
Bromley's wife, will accompany
him on the piano, and Dennis
Davis will join him on the guitar.

as a senior scholar of the Jerome
Levy Economic Institute and as
chair of Economists Allied for
Arms Reduction.
Other events scheduled
include a daylong conference
from 9:30 am to 4 p.m. Oct. 4 in
the Perkins Building entitled.
"Kentuckians Remember World
War II." The third event is a
speech on "Hate the New
Millennium" which will be held at
7:30 p.m. Oct. 11 in the Moore
Building, Room 116. The speaker
will be Joe Roy of the Southern
Poverty Law Center.
The Galbraith and Roy lectures
are part of the university's yearlong
Chautauqua series on human
rights. Additional information may
be obtained by calfing 622-2301.

Eastern's Honor Society
sponsors writing contest
The Eastern chapter of The
Scabbard and Blade Honor Society
will be sponsoring the "Letters To
The Front" writing contest as a
form of service project
The 100-150 word letters will
be distributed to stationed soldiers during the holiday months.
The local winner will receive a
$100 cash prize and a chance to
read the letter at the Eastern football game on Nov. 10 during the
"Tribute to Veterans" half-time
program.
The grand-prize winner will
receive a $3,000 computer system.
All letters should be sent to
Military Science Department,
Begley Building Room 524, 521
Lancaster Avenue, Richmond,
Ky.. 40475-3102, attention "Letters
To The Front."

Philosophy Club debate
Nelson named dean of to be held Oct 3
education and outreach
A Philosophy Club debate entiKenneth Nelson, director of
extended programs, has been
named dean of continuing education and outreach.
Nelson has been at Eastern for
30 years, and he has been director
of Extended Programs since 1995.

tled "What Is Government For"
win start at 7:30 p.m. on Oct 3 in
the Adams Room of the Wallace
Building.
Participants will include Ron
Messerich, Sara Zeigler, Joe
Pellegrino and Bond Harris.
The debate is open to all faculty, students and general public.

Well-known economist
Small Business Center
speaks on campus
offers pre-orientation
Well-known economist James
(ialbraith will speak on "Created
Inequalities: Looking Beyond
Trade and Technology at the
Causes of Rising Inequality in the
Age of Globalization" at 7:30 p.m.
tonight in the the Moore
Building, Room i 16.
(ialbraith is a professor of public affairs and government at the
University of Texas. He has
authored or co-authored several
books on the subject and serves

Eastern's Small Business
Development Center will be offering a pre-orientation class.
The class will be held from 6
p.m. to 9 p.m. Oct 4 at the Center
for Rural Development, 2292
South US 21. Somerset
The registration fee is $15 and
those interested must be registered by Oct. 1.
For more information or to
register, please call the SBDC at
877-358-7232.

An Eastern professor has
been awarded a Distinguished
Service
Award from
the National
Food and
Energy
Council.
Danny
Britt. professor and chair
of the department of agriculture, Danny BrKt is
received the professor and
annual award chair of the
attheNFEC department of
conference in agriculture.
Branson,
Mo.
Britt is a member of the
Board of Directors for Blue
Grass Energy and is being
recognized for his ability to
be a leader and his concern
for energy needs.
The award is given to one
person a year and is sponsored by the National Food
and Energy Council

Sept. 21

Two Commonwealth Hall residents reported that individuals in
Commonwealth Hall were throwing beer bottles out of a window.
One resident stated that the bottles nearly struck him.

Sept. 18
Ryan Phillips reported that
someone had egged his vehicle.
The eggs had dried causing damage to nis vehicle.

Sept. 19
Linda Williams reported that
her textbook, titled "The Way We
Were." was stolen from her while
she was attending class.

Patsy Howard reported damage
to her vehicle. She showed an
officer a deep scratch on her vehicle, which ran from the left rear
fender to the left rear door.

Adam Jones reported damage to
his vehicle that stemmed from an
attempted break-in at the Alumni
Coliseum Parking Lot Jones stated that someone had attempted to
pry off the entire door handle on
the driver's side, causing the
damage. He later said that entry
was not achieved.

Sept. 17
Gary Johnson reported that his St
IXHUS Rams football hat was stolen
when he left his room to take a
shower. The value of the cap is $30.

A student reported being assaulted in the Keene Hall Parking Lot
The student said that two female
co-workers called him to meet

Justin Chandler reported the
theft of his wallet which included
$150, his driver's license, a social
security card, an Abercrombie
and Fitch credit card and a key to
his vehicle.
Matthew Savior reported the
theft of his wallet fropi his room.

HELP WANTED;

positions.

United L-N Glass. Inc.. a Japanese
American joint venture, which is a
highly technical automotive glass
fabrication facility
located In
Versailles, KY has four part-time
poeMone tor currently enroWsd
students. Schedules are flexible
with
school
needs:
Quality
Department - various projects in the
department. Computer Science,
Quality
Assurance.
Industrial
Technology majors.
Engineering
Department - Aid in developing
SOP's. FMEA's. Training Manuals.
AutoCad skills needed, desire manufacturing setting. Prefer Industrial.
Mechanical Engineers. Please sand
resumes to karen hawkinsOus.pilkington com or fax to 859-873-2831.

MISC:

Help! I need somebody!
Garden
SLOOO's weekly! Stuff envelopes
at home for $2 00 each plus bonuses. Work FK or PA" Make $800+
weekly guaranteed! Free supplies.
No experience necessary. For
details, send one stamp to: N-90,
PMB 552, 12021 Wilshire Blvd.. Los
Angeles. CA 90025.
Now accepting applications for all

Eastern Kentucky University's
Society of Professional Journalists
will hold a yard safe Saturday
(Sept 29) from 8 a.m. to noon in
front of the Donovan Annex Building
(Model School drop-off & pick-up
area). Items to be said include dishes, glassware, bowls, plates, table
cloths, hair accessories, books, coffee mugs, and miscellaneous items.
Please stop by!
Ultimate Sports Une, scores /
spreads,
it's
• incredible!
TheHctpages.net/sports2265534.ht
m
Ultimate Fantasise!
Live!! Girls!
Girts!
Girls!
TheHotpages.net/chat2265534htm

TRAVEL;
Early specials!
Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise! 5 days
$279! Includes meals, parties, awesome beaches, nightlife! Departs
from Florida! Get group - go free!
spnngbreaktravel .com
1-800-678-6386

CUSTOM
SCREEN
PRINTING

KIB1E STUDY
With an Edge!

Early Spring Bras* Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica from $389! Air.
hotel, tree meals, drinks, award wnring company! Group leaders free!
Florida vacations $1291
springbisaktrairel.com 1-800-678-6386
Help wanted! Spring I
It's a no brainer." 15 sates-2 free
trips. 30 sates - 2 free trips ♦ $525.
It's easy. Sign up today! www.suni.com or 1-800-426-7710
•1 Spring Break Vacations!
Cancun, Jamaica. Bahamas &
Florida. Earn cash & go free! Now
hiring Campus Reps. 1-800-2347007, eno1eassurnmertours.com
Spring Break with STS, America's
•1 student tour operator. Promote
trips on-campus, earn cash and free
trips Info/reservations: 1-800-6484849. www.ststravel.com
Spring Break 2002!
Student
Express hiring safes reps.
Cancun features free meals and
parties at Fat Tuesdays - MTV
Headquarters. Mexico, Jamaica.
Bahamas, South Padre, Florida.
Prices from $469. with major airlines. 24.000 travelers in 2001. CaM
1-800-787-3787 for free brochure.
www.studentexpress.com

Christian Connection I
:

ellowship for Collegej,
Age Adults

■ Tuesday Nights at 9pm

A senior at Eastern has
received the Outstanding
Undergraduate Presentation
award issued
at a meeting
of
the
American
Correctional
Association.
Nathan
Fisher, a
corrections
and juvenile
services
major from Nathan Fisher
Bardstown, is a correcreceived the tions and juveaward for nile services
his presen- major.
t a t i o n
-Racial
Profiling
and
Discrimination in Police
Traffic Stops." This study
focused on all of the stops
along Interstate 95 from
Maryland to Florida.
Fisher's presentation was
chosen out of one hundred
others in the competition due
to the extensive research
Fisher displayed.
Fisher graduated from
Bardstown High School in
1997 and is the son of Joyce
Fisher.
Plans for Fisher include
graduate school.

The wallet contained a social
security card, his driver's license,
an Eastern identification card and a
Central Bank and Trust debit card.
Nicholas
Hoagland,
19.
Richmond, was charged with possession of marijuana.
Sept. 16
Adam Dodson. 21, Richmond,
was arrested and charged with
alcohol intoxication.
Theresa
Ousley, < 43,
Prestonsburg. was arrested and
charged with public intoxication
and possession of marijuana.
Dara Ousley, 19. Prestonsburg.
was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana and drug
paraphernalia possession.
Sept 14
Gary Kirby reported damage to
the Darn at the McKinney skills
area
April Amis reported that someone had keyed her car leaving a
scratch on her trunk in the
Commonwealth Parking I-<>t

WINTER «N>
SPRINB BREAK
BEACH & SO TOPS
•NSUENtW!

Q.Thtai

,

First Christian Churc^
Main and Lancaster, in i
Richmond)

L

What celebrity donated
1 million dollars to the
Rod Cross last week?
Be the first one to answer
the question correctly
& win a Free T-shirt
Lost week's winner Juan Douglas

(859) 624-2200
ON CORNER OF FIRST & MAIN

LUNCH
& DINNER
ON THE

W Steamboat
NATIONAL COLLEGE WEEK

1-88U-SKITHIS
wwwUski thiS.com

y
Mlive Jazz
OOOL

Thursday Sight
9 p.m.- 12 p.m.

PATIO
Madison
narden

honored by ACA

Compiled by Kevin Howard

with them. When he turned
around to walk way from the
meeting, he was struck in the
back of the head by someone's
hand.

PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS

wwwjeadusexeal

► Police Beat: Sept. 14 - Sept. 21
The following reports have
been filed with Eastern's
Division of Public Safety.

►

Bucket of
Rocks
(S Rotting Rocks)
Every Night!

V_J IARIIIIIU

1 he family of Rex Murphy Jr.
would like to thank everyone
for the (Towers, donations and
prayers during this tragic time.
A special thanks to l.arry
Chrisman, Bobby Wolfenbargcr
iind Mr. James Street. Your
presence was greatly appreciated.
Sincerly.
Wanda, Allen It Ton) a Murphy

AwemeMmc,

&
5:30 Coffee House
6:00 Celebration
(Back Basement Entrance)

BRING THIS AD WITH YOU AND GET A FREE SUNDAEI
First United Methodist Church • 401 West Main Street • Richmond

TUTTLES COIN LAUNDRY & TANNING
•Richmonc**s Cleanest Coin Laundry '
SPECIAL STUDENT TANNING PACKAGES!
5 visits for $10
10 visits for $17.50
15 visits for $22.50
20 visits for $30
Tuttle's Coin Laundry & Tanning
467 Eastern Bypass
(859) 623-5014
(Shopper's Village)
New Hours: 8 am-10 pm Daily
Last load in at 8:45 pro

BUSY?...TIRED? Try Our Laundry Drop-Off Service!

OFFICER CANDIDATES
WANTED - GO FOR THE GOLD
Kentucky Army National Guard is accepting applications
for Officer Candidate Programs. This includes Direct Commission, ROTC/Simultaneous Membership Program and
Office Candidate School.
BENEFITS INCLUDE-FREE COLLEGE TUITION ASSISTANCE, in addition to the Army College Fund and the
Montgomery GI Bill.
Call 2nd Lieutenant Travis Carpenter @ (502) 395-0048
to schedule an appointment
CALL NOW - LIMITED OPENING
i
I
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Program targets nontraditional students
BY CHMSTMA CATHCART

writer

Changes for non-traditional students at Eastern begin this week.
The Student Anairs Office has established an Adult Student Services
Program this semester in order to
support non-traditional students in
their teaming experience at Eaatern.
Non-traditional students,
according to the Not the Usual
Traditional Students Web site, are
students who have taken a break
in their education; married or
divorced students and students
who have families to support.
Students over the age of 25 are
also automatically considered
non-traditional, which, by age
alone, accounts for 34 percent of
the campus population at Eastern.
The new program for Eastern's
non-traditional students will include
a series of workshops this fall,
designed to assist students with
issues pertinent to them. The focus
of the program wiD be the topics of
academic success, time management and transitions.
The program will run out of a
new facility and lounge in the base-

ment of Sullivan Hall, designed for
the use of non-traditional students,
which includes the non-traditional
student organization N.U.T.S.
N.U.T.S. officers will be provided
with office supplies at the new faculty. Twenty-thousand dollars in
Action Agenda Funds were given to
Student Affairs this summer to provide to non-traditional and commuter programs.
The new facility has been
brought to life with a fresh coat of
paint and new carpeting. Non-traditional students are also being
provided with new sofas and
chairs, office furniture, computer
and kitchen utilities for the new
lounge.
Dee Cockrille. vice president of
student affairs, finds the new facility a "breath of fresh air" for nontraditional students. Cockrille
emphasized the need for non-traditional students to have a place at
Eastern in which they feel comfortable.
"They have family, they work
and they need time to study,"
Cockrille said. "This semester wiD
be taken to find the needs of non-

Is)
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Lunch Special

Gourmet
Lunch
Buffet

$5 99

Three New
Autumn Lunches
for $3.99 each
Monday-Friday
11 a.m.-2 p.m.

Madison

with valid student ID

Kristi McGarey/Prooress
I'S N.U.T.S. organization has a new lounge in the basement of SuKvan
Hal. The lounge contains a sofa and chairs, computer, kitchen utilities, etc.

traditional students and making
them more comfortable."
Student affairs has also hired a
professional coordinator to work in
the new office, who wiD answer any
questions non-traditional students

may have.

The Office of Student Affairs
plans to open the new facility this
week. Eor more information, call
the Adult Services Center at 6222642.

Appeals Committee tougher on students
BY KEVW HOWARD

Assistant news editor

The
Parking Appeals
Committee has gone through
several changes in the past
year. Dan McBride, a staff representative for the committee,
says that it is now more difficult to get parking appeals
passed.
"I think when the Student
Government Association pushed
to move the appeals into the
hands of the students, they
thought it would be good for the
students," McBride said. " The
Student Court is much less lenient
than the faculty and staff committee was.
The previous committee tried
to give students the benefit of the
doubt and many times would
approve an appear. The new committee sticks very close to the
parking regulations and wavers
very little," McBride said.
Mark Jozefowicz, a member
of the committee, has similar
opinions.
This committee is a lot more
stringent and has a more systematic approach. They go by

what is written on the paper,"
Jozefowicz said.
Until recently, the Parking
Appeals Committee was structured very differently. According
to McBride, the former committee was made up of faculty and
staff representatives named by the
president of the university. The
committee also included two student representatives named by
the
Student
Government
Association president.
Once former committee chair
Skip Daugherty was moved to
Alumni Relations, President
Robert Kustra failed to appoint
another chair, but he did name
committee members.
"These members were not
interested and that is when the
student government moved to
have students take over the
appeals committee," McBride
said.
Daugherty states that the
process that the new committee
goes by is very good.
"I think that the new committee is doing a great job, and that
it is well represented by student
leaders. The process that they go
by is very good. Students are defi-

nitely tougher on students,"
Daugherty said.
Once the student government
took over, faculty and staff representatives were appointed, and
the new committee has been hearing appeals since then.
The
Parking
Appeals
Committee has a process it goes
through and certain things it considers when reading appeals
The committee reads every
appeal submitted and then votes
on whether or not to approve or
deny the appeal. In some circumstances, interpretation of parking
regulations and legitimacy of the
appeal are all considered,"
McBride said.
Jozefowicz explained there are
other things that are considered
for the passing of appeals.
"Appeals must be submitted
within 15 days of the parking
violation, any appeal older than
this is denied " he said. "People
that appeal early in the year usually do so because they were cited
for not having the proper parking
decals as of Sept 1, which is clearly stated in the student handbook
on page four."
Jozefowicz said that if students

did not follow the rules set in the
handbook, then the committee
usually refuses to grant their
appeal.
"I also find that students submit poorly written explanations
explaining why they wish to
have their parking violation
appeal approved," Jozefowicz
said. They fail to communicate.
Most appeals with poorly written explanations are usually
denied as well."
Ferrell Wellman, a professor
in the department of communications said he received a ticket
for parking in a non-designated
parking space in late April; however, the issue was not the fine, but
whether the spot was an actual
parking space.
He said he documented his
appeal not only with a written
explanation, but included photographs of the actual parking
spot behind the Donovan
Annex Building.
"I had been parking in the
same spot for a long time and
had never been cited for it My
appeal was approved," he said.

THE BOTANY BAY
lONpCOMfMNy

New Location Upstairs
New Age Supplies
Body Piercing & Jewelry

*»* 623-HEMP
2001

Porter Piaza (Behind DaewooontheBypass)

' UNDECLARED STUDENTS: ask about hot fields and
what skills are needed
FRESHMEN - JUNIORS: seek out employers with
opportunities for co-ops, internships, shadowing
experiences, look at graduate schools, make
contacts for your future - bring resumes if you are
ready to get that job
SENIORS & GRADUATE STUDENTS: bring resumes,
make contacts, line up interviews, size-up the market

For all students First Year through Graduate
School • Faculty are also encouraged to attend.
Bring Resumes & Dress to Impress •
Five $100 Prizes to be given away
Jobs: Full-time, Co-op, Part-time, Volunteer,
Internships
Watch www.career.eku.edu or www.coop.eku.edu
for recruiting organizations
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QUOTE of the WREK
44 I think often that the perception of the
college professor is that of some weird
egghead. Thank God I'm not like that
— Malcolm Frisbie, acting chair of the department of earth
sciences and biology and earth science professor, talks about
keeping teaching down to earth.' See B4
JJ

The

Reaching
out...

D.

lT—

► newsquiz

Penny Pinching

OK, boys and girts. Ifs time to test
your knowledge of what's going
on at Eastern. If you don't know
the answers, dont worry. Just go to
www.progress.eku.edu and you can
cheat

SGA allows
extended campuses a larger
presence

What kind of vehicle
did football coach
Roy Kidd get for his
fc300th win?
a) a maroon Dodge Viper
b) a silver Volvo sports utility
c) his very own limo

The university's three
extended campuses will
DOW have a voice on
Eastern's Richmond campus
thanks to the Student
Government Association.
SGA is organizing the extended
campus elections, some of which
have already been decided and
some of vhich are just beginning
the election process.
Students from the Danville,
Corbin and Manchester campuses
will elect one committee chair who
will serve as a representative incorporated into Eastern's Student
Senate. Those representatives will
visit Eastern's Student Senate one
Tuesday per month as a member of
the senate. In addition, extended
campus students will elect councils
— made up of their fellow students
— who wiO serve and help govern
each of the extended campuses.
SGA should be commended for
their efforts to give the university's extended campuses a larger
voice. Each of the three campuses
will now be able to report problems on their campuses to administrators here as well as inform
the Eastern community about
things going on in their areas.
Before, students at the three
campuses didn't really have a way
to express concerns they might
have had. Now, the Danville,
Corbin and Manchester representatives have a valid way to do that
as members of the SGA
It's important that Eastern
touch base with its extended
campuses periodically.
Together, each of Eastern's
campuses can make a difference
in helping to improve their own
learning centers and the university as a whole.

The parent-student
liaison was hired to:

®

a) strengthen communication between parents and
students.

b) call parents when students
get into trouble.

c) report students' grades to
their parents.
^^k One student is plan••' f\\ ning to send what
%£# hem to New York
^^Cfty Mayor Rudy
Giuliani?

Mchael Kolora/Progress

Stopping useless office spending
will help save students money
S~\ oing to college costs and
Going
costs and costs and costs.
Tuition is constantly rising, new fees are always being
added and die price of books
keeps increasing. College students know this. They expect
this. This is the price they pay
for a college education.
But when it comes to having
to buy essential classroom
tools like a syllabus or a test
booklet, that is when Eastern
students need to take a stand.
Last week, The Progress
reported that some students in
the College of Arts and Sciences
had to buy their syllabuses at the
bookstore at the beginning of the
semester. As soon as he found
out, Arts and Sciences Dean
Dominick Hart put a "cease and
desist" order out to all teachers
in his college who were making
students buy the syllabuses.

when
The political science departteachers misunderstood wh<
ment ran out of blue books in
he told them they could put
which to take tests about two
together class packets to sell at
years ago. If students want to
(he bookstore and that is how
take their tests by using a blue they began selling their sylbook they have to buy them at labuses. Hart said they were
the bookstore.
doing it to curb the cost of
Students in 79 different class- copying the numerous syllabuses in the colleges of Arts and
es needed for students in their
Sciences and Business and
classes.
Technology had fees tacked on
Here's a solution: don't let
this semester to help pay for
teachers copy those stupid
lab expenses.
pieces of paper that fine their
These are just a few examdoors with cartoons or inspiraples of the money crunch that
tional sayings, etc. on them.
has been placed on students.
That would save probably $100
Due to downfalls in several
worth of paper every month.
departments' budgets, these
If that's not enough, how
extra expenses get piled onto
about stopping the flow of NCAA
students, and it is just not fair.
tournament brackets copied on
If certain departments are
the machines every March?
having trouble bringing in the
Sure, these suggestions probbucks, maybe they need to
ably won't make a big differlook at other sources besides
ence, but they may help.
students. Hart said some of his Anything would help.

a) an issue of The Eastern
Progress
b) a quilt
c) an autographed picture of
RoyKidd

These Eastern students
are:
a) violating the university's new dress code.

*

b) snowing their support for football coach Roy Kidd.
c) starting a new kind of worship
ceremony for football fans.

► campuscomments
Eastern recently approved a 9 percent tuition raise. On the Edge editor Jessica Griffin asked students if they approved of the raise and where extra funds should come from.

The university is a business and
needs money
to operate.
They produce
a product and
we buy it

Orlando. Ha.
Major: Criminal
justice and
sociology
Year: Senior

Real
estate financing
Year Freshman

Students should
have to pay
because they
chose to go
here. They
should have to
supplement the
extra amount
because they'll
ultimately gain
from die
benefits.

Money
should be
collected
reasonably
from the students. Books
are very expensive so money
It Lanka

should be

air^shln taken from
other places.

TASHA
VANZANT

Rockcastle Co.
Anthropology
Year Freshman

i

If you know
how much
tuition is going
to be, you
should be
prepared. The
university
should also be
open to contributions.

If it helps students out, I'm
for it If ifs not
going for anything, then why
have it?
Education and
history
Sophomore

►How to roach us
Phone: (859) 622-1881

E-MaM: pfogfBsstfacseku.edu

Fax: (850) 622-2354

Who's That
Sarah Heaney, 622-1872

To
Jennifer Rogers or
Ftonica Brandenburg, 622-1872
Accent
Sarah Heaney. 622-1882
Arts* stuff
Charles Powell, 622-1882
AroundAatout
Beth Howard, 622-1882
What son Tap
Beth Howard or
Charles Powell, 622-1862
Sports
John Hays. 622-1872

1

To place an ad
Display
Crystal Butler, 622-1881
ClaMifisd/Subscriptions
Catherine Cunningham, 622-1881

To i
an
Kevin Martin, 622-1578
To
Subscriptions are available by mail at a
cost of $1 per issue; $20 per
semesteror $38 per year payable in
advance.

My turn & letters policy
The Progress welcomes submissions for My Turn
columns by Eastern's students, stall, faculty or anyone in the
community interested in voicing an opinion.
My Turn columns should relate to a current topic on campus or in the community and not be longer than 1,000 words.
Authors can bring their columns to the Progress office at
117 Donovan Annex by noon the Monday before publication.
Usually the author's photograph is included with the column.
Columns may be saved on disk as RTF or text-only files.
Columns and letters to the editor may also be e-mailed to
the Progress at progressCacs.eku.edu or faxed to the office
at (859) 622-2354.
The Progress does not print anonymous columns or letters. Please include a phone number and address for verification purposes only, not for publication.
The editor of the Progress reserves the right to edit
columns and letters for length.
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Hey girls: who are you trying to impress?
Sex. Sex. Sex. Sex. Sex. Sex Sex. Sex. Sex There is
not a doubt in my mind that I now have your undivided attention. As a result of that, I Jed I should continue.
"Ten Crazy/Sexy Bedroom Tricks to Try Tonight,"
"Does He Touch You.Hard, Soft, In Between? We Decode
His Caresses." "Caught With Their Panties Down: They
Did A Bad. Bad Thing And Got Busted."
These are some of the "teasers" (no pun intended) on
the cover of the September 2001 edition of Cosmopolitan
magazine.
While browsing through the magazine, I noticed that on
every other page there was a beauty or fashion bit that was
guaranteed to make HIM weak in the knees, make HIM
want you even more, satisfy HIM more.
I want to meet this "HIM" and ask him why he believes
that he alone is worth living for.
What about HER?!?
I know that a lot of you are thinking: "Oh no, here we go.
Another raging feminist bitching about how women are
perceived and treated in American society."
Well, I hate to disappoint you, but I still expect a man
to open the door for me. I still expect a man to pick up
the tab when he asked ME out, and I have no problem
whatsoever with using the bathroom sitting down. Is
that good enough?
Ever since the first Women's Liberation demonstrations,
women have started to gain more independence and selflove; however, it seems to me that recently (meaning in
the past five years or so) we have started to fall back into
the "HIM" trap.
It seems as though I can't go a single day without seeing
a woman struggling to get the approval of a man. Not just
in magazines, but in everyday life as well.
I see girls around campus in their short skirts and platform shoes that they cannot walk in, and I think to myself
"Who are they trying to impress?"
When I read magazines Eke the one mentioned above, it
becomes dear to me who they are trying to impress and why.
I am afraid that there are more and more women who
have been brainwashed into believing that they must fit a
certain mold to be perceived as beautiful and sexy.
This is a mold that is shaped in the form that HE likes
and is a mold that is made of poison and disease.
Many women have been buried due to trying to fit the
mold. Maybe she stopped eating because her husband

complained of ceDulite on her butt. Maybe her body rejected her new breast implants. Maybe she overdosed on
cocaine while she was trying to curb her appetite.
I am not making up these scenarios. I agree that it is sad
for a woman to go to such lengths, but I know there are
women out there who wiD do so.
To give you a for instance, I wiD tell you the story about
when I went downtown on a Wednesday night.
I was walking with a friend who stopped on the street to
chat with someone she knew.
We had not been standing there for two seconds when a
woman came around the comer crying.
When I looked past her red face and swollen eyes, I saw
that she was a pretty woman.
We asked her what was wrong and she began to explain.
"My husband left me. He took all of mine and the children's clothes."
I looked down at her purse and saw that there were a
couple pairs of panties stuffed in it. She asked me for a cigarette and we sat and talked.
"Where are you all going?" she asked my friend and I.
"I want to go out with you girls. I'm going to get wild
tonight and go home with the first man that asks me. That
would make me feel a lot better."
It was this statement that almost sent tears to my own eyes.
She honestly believed that if she could give in to a man
that it would make all of her problems go away.
I told her that it was a bad idea and that she was too good
to treat herself like thai.
After telling her this, she looked at me like I was crazy.
Obviously, she had never been told that before.
1 do not know what happened to that woman on
Wednesday night
She may have gone home with a stranger and left the
next morning taking with her the guilt along with the possibilities of pregnancy and disease.
She lost the approval of one male, therefore she was
determined to go out and get it from another.
Come on ladies. Are we going to let ourselves stoop to
the level of desperation? Are we going to give up what we
really want to do just to please our man?
I would like to think not
In fear of my e-mail account being overloaded with hate
mail, I feel that I must say one thing.
I know that all males are not the type to seek only perfect
opinionless and limber females: however, I wish that these

decent guys would
speak up more and
make
themselves
known.
The last thing I
want to do is end on
a bad note, so I wiD
say this: Women,
when you are
eighty years old
sitting on the front
porch swatting at
grandchildren,
think of what all
you will have
been through.
More than
likely you will
have undergone child
labor at least
once. You
will
have
noticed and
taken action
about that
lump you
found in
your
breast.
Your
breasts
will
have
gone
South for eternity
and your butt wiD have gone East
and West
You will only have about twenty more years to live and
there is really nothing to do but think about when you
were younger.
Wouldn't it be nice to be sitting on that front porch, swatting at those grandchildren, and staring up into the atmosphere reminiscing about the "good old days," the days
when you lived for no one else but you?

Ronica Brandenburg is a junior journalism major from Lexington. She it
the news editor for The Progress
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Terrorists do not represent
Muslim beliefs or practices
Allah has declared the ife of every human
to be sacred and he has safeguarded it
(Al-Quradawi 325). Islam values the
human life to an extent where even suicide is
considered one of the greatest sins. The Islamic
view on suicide is that the prophet (p.b.u.h)
warned that anyone who commits the crime of
suicide w31 be deprived of the mercy of AOah and
will not enter the garden (Al-Quaradawi 328),
the garden, referring to paradise. I hope it is a
SYMAKHARAI. little clear to see now that Islam does not permit
My Tun
suicide, nor does it tolerate any type of unjust
attack on the human life or spirit. Simply put
Syma Kharal is a Islam condemns terrorism.
Muslims refer to God as the the most merciful
freshman
marketing major and kind, as it says in the holy Quran. Hence,
true Muslims attempt to live their lives in way
from Toronto,
that reflects God's mercy and kindness. Islam is
Canada.
a religion that teaches patience, kindness, generosity, forgiveness, compassion, peace, and
love. Islam is a humanistic religion that deeply
values the human spirit That is the essence of
Islam. I strive, as hundreds of millions of
Muslims around the world do. to live my ife by
the guidance and blessings of God. I strive to Bve
morally and honestly. I strive to Eve my life in a
way that will, in the end. bring me closer to God.
which will ultimately save my soul. And as I
reflect <HI it. I feel that this is the real meaning of
every religion. Every person who has faith in
God or a divine force strives to live his or her life
in a way that will bring him closer towards God
or the divine force, and that the is way of love
and compassion. That is why Muslims.
Christians, Jews and the people of all other religions across America are joining together to give
their Mood, money, tears and prayers to those
suffering in New York (The USA: The United
Spirit of America).
I am a Muslim. I believe in only one God. I
believe in aD the prophets, including Abraham,
Moses, Jesus, Muhammad (Peace be Upon
Them) as die messengers of God As a Muslim
living in America, this is my attempt to clear the
fog in front of those Americans who cannot see
the essence of my refigion. Islam.
On Tuesday, Sept. 11 . 2001, America was
attacked by terrorists. As a Muslim, I feel that aD
of humanity was attacked. Considering myself
no more or less than any other human, I find
myself in a very difficult situation as a result of
the terrorist attacks. I have felt and continue to
feel the same shock, hurt, bewilderment sympa-

thy, hope and vulnerability that every other
American is feeling. However, in addition to all
these emotions, I am also feeling confused. 1 am
confused because I do not understand why some
of my fellow Americans are judging me and fellow Muslims based on the horrendous actions of
terrorists — terrorists who cannot possibly
reflect the faith of any religion. The people
responsible for attacking America cannot call
themselves true Muslims because their actions
are not a reflection of the Islamic faith. The
Islamic holy book, the Quran, declares that if one
kills an innocent person, it is the same as if he
had killed the whole of mankind (5:35). The
same Surat further states that to save a human
life is the same as saving aD of humanity . That is
the level of respect given to the human life —
every human life — in Islam. Correspondingly, A
book written by Yusuf Al-Quaradawi titled The
Lawful and The Prohibited" in Islam explains
that because the human race constitutes a single
family, an offense against one of its members is
in fact an offense against all of humanity (and
Washington).
So why is it then that during this time where ad
Americans need to come together and not just be
the United States of America, but in fact the
United Spirit of America, that some Americans
are being imprisoned by their own ignorance and
breaking this spirit? It is heartbreaking for me to
see that some Americans are beginning to judge
fellow Americans because of lack of knowledge
and misconceptions of their religious backgrounds. One of my favorite American heroes,
Martin Luther King Jr.. once said he dreamed of
a day when people wiD not be judged by the color
of their skin, but by the content of their character.
Well. I would like to extend my hero's dream a little further and say that I have dream: I have a
dream that Americans will not judge fellow
Americans by their religious or ethnic backgrounds, but instead embrace and unite as fellow
humans. And I would like to make it dear once
again that the acts of terrorism committed by a
few fanatics do not reflect the Islamic faith.
Taking that into consideration. I would like to
say this: Harassing women who cover their
heads, attacking Middle-Eastern men, teasing
Muslim children, vandalizing and breaking the
windows of Islamic Mosques does nothing but
break me very spirit that unites us as Americans
And if the American spirit is ultimately broken by
Americans themselves, then tell me, who wins?
May God be with us all

'Arab' and 'Muslim': two terms
have very different meanings

S

ZAINABHAKIMI

t£Tunt
Zainab Hakimi is
an international
student from
Morocco. She is
a marketing
major.

top misusing words!

How many of you believe that being an
Arab is the same thing as being a Moslem?
Well, if your answer is "yes", you are . . .
completely WRONG!
These two notions are certainly overlapping, but certainly not similar. There
is a clear distinction between these
words.
I took the initiative to write this article
to explain this distinction, because these
two words have been intensively misused
since last week, even by the media. It is
very easy to understand the difference
between what Arab and Moslem refers
to.
There are two major definitions characterizing Arabs. The first one states that an
Arab is someone whose native language is
Arabic. The second one defines Arabs as
being the citizen of one of the countries
belonging to the Arab League. In a word,
being Arab means belonging to a linguis-

tic/racial group.

In contrast, a Moslem is a person whose
religion is Islam. It is solely and purely a
religious denomination.
Now that you know the meaning of each
of these words, you may wonder what is
the link between the two? Again, it is very
simple; just remember these two important
premises: The majority of Arabs are
Moslems, the majority of Moslems are
NOT Arabs.
In the world, there are over a billion
Moslems, and slightly less than a quarter of
them are Arabs. A large part of the Moslem
community of the world is in fact formed by
the Pakistanis, the Indians, the Indonesians
etc., that are not Arabs.
On the contrary, more than four Arabs
out of five are Moslems, and this is the reason why there is a strong association
between these two notions. You might also
be interested to know that there is a minority of Arabs that are Christian, Jewish or
have another religion. So please, use these
two words properly.

Terrorists attacked the World Trade Center buildings and Pentagon Sept. 11. How can Eastern
promote better understanding
of other cultures and religion?
Join the discussion by visiting
www.easternprogress.com and logging onto our
MESSAGE BOARD.

U.S. international policy leads
weak countries to use terrorism
Without wishing to justify the terrorist acts that occurred last
Tuesday, I think it is important
for Americans to understand what motivates such acts. Contrary to popular belief,
it is not Islam or religious fervor. It is not
mindless fanaticism. And it is not simply
the product of Arab "evildoers" such as
Osama bin Laden.
But it is a reaction to U.S. policy in the
Middle East and to the reach of U.S.
KEN JOHNSON
power around the world. Like it or not termy Turn
rorism is one of the few tools that much
weaker countries, nations and people have
Ken Johnson is
an associate pro- for confronting and changing U.S. power
and policies around the world. They do
fessor in the
not have media power; they do not have
department of
economic power; they do not have diplogovernment.
matic power. Therefore, they cannot get
themselves heard through the normal
channels of global influence and power.
From this point of view, terrorism helps
restore the balance of power, albeit temporarily and at great cost. Terrorism is
bom of desperate frustration among those
who believe there is no other option.
Frustration with U.S. policy is widespread
in the Middle East and other parts of the
world. Although the vast majority of Arabs,
Muslims and others do not support or condone terrorism, many nonetheless share the
frustration of the small minority that does.
What kinds of U.S. policies have bred such
widespread resentment and frustration?
First is the United States' unwavering
and (to Arabs) one-sided support for Israel
(political, economical and military). Israel,
which is a country created in the late
1940s by the British and the United States
(under United Nations auspices), is widely
considered to be an illegitimate country
imposed by imperial powers on land taken
from the Palestinians. Israel is the mightiest and the wealthiest country in the
region—mainly because it is the largest
recipient of U.S. foreign aid, subsidies and
trade preferences. To many Arabs, Israel
exists only to extend and to maintain an
U.S. military and economic "beachhead"
in a strategically important region (think
oil). These perceptions are daily reinforced by the consistent U.S. failure to
reign in Israel for its attacks and occupa-

Corrections
John Hays' name should have been listed as
the writer of the article Three art students
make own U.S. flag" in the Sept 20 issue of The
Progress- In the same story, Tessa Hentrick's
name was misspelled.
Grounds worker Russell Matthews was incorrectly identified in a photo caption on Uie Accent

tion of Palestinian territories that repeatedly violate international agreements and
norms. The United States is widely seen
as culpable for Israel's militancy against
Arab peoples, because without U.S. support, Israel would simply be another weak
and embattled country of the Middle East
Second are the continued I '.S.-inspired
sanctions against Iraq. The United States
is virtually the only country (aside from
Israel) that today actively resists ending
the 11-year-old sanctions regime on Iraq.
All Arab countries (including Kuwait and
our Arab friends such as Saudi Arabia and
Egypt) have taken steps to normalize relations with Iraq and a significant number of
U.S. European allies have called upon the
United States to do the same. The U.S.
sanctions policy is seen as purely punitive
and immoral.
Third is U.S. support for semi-feudal
monarchies (e.g., Saudi Arabia, Kuwait)
that many other Arabs (ranging from
democratic as well as Islamic fundamentalist) deem to be illegitimate. Thanks to the
media (and many of our politicians), most
Americans do not know that there are
deep divisions within the Arab and
Muslim worlds (political, cultural, religious) which the U.S. government has
skillfully exploited to maximize our influence in the region.
Today Afghanistan, one of the world's
poorest countries, stands threatened with
the full military might of the world's most
powerful nation. This is destined to become
yet another source of frustration and resentment against the United States To many people in that part of the world, this situation
smacks of tragic irony because they know
something the average American does not
know: that during the 10-year war that the
Soviet Union fought against Afghanistan
during the 1980s, the U.S. government
aided, armed and supported—guess who?
Osama bin Laden and the Taliban. (At that
time we probably called them "freedom
fighters")
I would suggest that the most patriotic
act Americans can perform now is to conduct a thorough self-examination of our
national interests and policies around the
world.

page of the Aug. 20.
Sam Covitz was incorrectly identified in a
photo caption on page B7 of the Aug. 20 issue.
The Eastern Progress will publish clarifications and corrections as needed on the
Perspective pages.
If you have a correction, please send it to the
editor by noon Monday before publication on
Thursday.

Visit The Progress online at
www.easternprogress.coip.
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$300K
From The Frastt

Bucks for brains

throughout
awl did not include the
used by individual cowefca
"Lab fees for caaapuker-arienlBd
courses had to be coBnctod ■ order
to piuumh; aappurt
the quabty erf the apt
outer labs asd to ensure the i
of the instructional pruwjam tor
these coursei
ki the department oft
dons. $5,217 has been generated
■tan more than 3D chases win new
fees. Department Chair Maureen
Ewjett said she already knows how
she w3 IMC the money.
"We don't have any capital
equipment money." Everett said.
"We have unbelievable expeaaes
and I'm not getting; money from
anywhere.
Everett said her department wal
"** n*^ Twnty t^ Kwy 1hiT p mroputers. two microphones for a studio
and 12 monitors for the control
room in the Perkins Buithng.
Everett said she would try to dnv
tribute the money to go hack to die
rhasi' ■ dial am —i an il Saefces.
Tnf art urpflttinmC MBesard $25

. dass foes were added to 79 i
The fees ranged Cram SS to $25. Here

Besides the new dass fees far
the Sve departments, nine others
have had fees for a while. Those
include military scieao .
physical education, health _
tion. family aad consumer sciences, aviation, law enforcement,
L*S and Burning
Eastern budgeted $302,185 to
come from all the class fees
assessed by the uarrersity.
The aviation department is the
biggest contributor to the
class fee fond. Of the more than
$300,000 budgeted, the aviation
program colects $150,000 of that
Eastern's aviation laiigi— it

From The Front

"As we were getting off the bus
at ground aero, there were people
standing along the side of the
streets holding pictures of loved
ones that were missing." he said.
"I started to take pictures and I
took one of a young 15-year-old
girl. I was about to leave when
she approached me and ask if I
could help find her mother. I said
that there was nothing I could
do."
The team did all that they
could do, and they all received
very little rest
"Once we started to work we
al fek better because we knew we
were doing our duty to society,"
Richardson said. Times and days
no longer mattered while we were
there. In fact there were several
times that I did not know what
day it was or what time it was. If
you got tired, you simply found
somewhere on the sidewalk

The

euce-ai

8 years old. She plans to L
ia May, but before then, she

DANVILLE: Richardson said
helping was 'duty to society*
No other survivors have been
found since that Thursday he was
there.
Richardson did have one experience with an individual that he
said he will never be able to for-

Three campuses
not represented before

Travis Richardson,
Danville student and
firefighter

w

where you could lay down and
rest"
The team arrived back home
on Saturday evening.
"Everybody wants to know
how it affected us." Richardson
said. "Personally, I think it was
awesome how people pulled
together. It did not matter
whether you were a New York
fire fighter or a Casey County,
Ky.. fire fighter, we were all there
far the same reasons.
"Working next to New York
fire fighters was Eke playing basketball with Michael Jordan. This
is something I will never forget
Emotionally. I cannot describe
how I feel, because as a fire fighter 1 had to be professional. I could
not let it affect me emotionally."

Bat-Young Yi
the only one in <ne£ate. Students
in the bachelor's decree program
pay $23,000 in extra class fees,
which is st* os* of the cheapest in
the nation, said Tony Adams, ariaDOfl EVO-CTwafll COOfTlaVlwanOr.

There are options where students do not have to pay the extra
fees. Adams said 39 of the 129 wry
Of the total $302,185 budgeted
ia class fees. $143,660.60 has

already been generated this
semester.
The
remaining
$130,295.70 must come from fees
fcscfwateo next tramifr.
Expected reveaaes from the
■ew ires were not caicuiaveu
that budget because
waiting to see bow
would be generated from the fees.
Johnston said Monday that he
would make the mid-year adjustment thk during the next nwoth.

gotten about," she said "We are
EKU students — Im not gradual
■ag from the DaavsV campus. Im
graduating from EKU "
Jones says that although she
pays a atudeat fee. she doesa't
always know where her money
goes.
1 doal know that we i
efits from any of that."
Leah Bayeas will be au»ing
with Jones as secretary of the
Danville committee. She is a
senior English major from
tutor in the DaavsV.
Bay ens said that her experience taking classes at the
Richmond campus showed her
that there "really is a big differ

tor of the Corfaiu
there were two
every spot except
Today
■veto
byOct 5;
I be Oct. 9-12.
the
sakl that interest ia the
started to pick np
Clark said that she thought
representation for the students
there would be wen received.
"I think ifs long past due." she

Efforts pay off with rise
From The Front
reused to their famines
or money, they aiouaMj always
come back, and eventuafly graduate.
Davis says the reasons for
the upswing in Eastern's enrollment is a combination of university-wide efforts involving students, faculty and staff to recruit
and retain new students.
"Recruiting and retention is a
focus now for everybody all
w campus." Davis said. She
said that Easterns doing a better job now of feting the "EKU
story," emphasizing programs
that are known for their suc-
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and his staff.
Byrn says that the admissions office plays an important
role in making enrollment
increase.
"We are the people that
For instance. Eastern is offer- front-end load those numbers,"
ing GST 300 — a course that Byrn said. "We hare done more
teaches students how to tutor recruitment in the last year than
and actually allows them louse ever before."
their skills — for the first time
Byrn said that, as part of
this semester.
their marketing strategy, the
"We're just providing all admissions office is trying to get
kinds of tutoring all over cam- students to look at Eastern as a
pus," Davis said.
school of first choice.
Aside from those efforts,
Byrn said that members of
Davis says that Eastern has his staff, already working on
made an increased effort to next year's enrollment only get
reach out to communities and to spend two to three nights at
students and "get Eastern on home during their peak recruitthes radar screen."
ing times — the other nights
That job faDs mostly to Steve are spent 'raveling to recruiting
Byrn, director of admissions. events.

Recruitment
efforts
by the numbers

400+
300+
36

high school visits

college fairs

new student
receptions

18

community college
shows

6
spotlight days

Debate to be
about process
From The Front
abx candidates by Nov. 30. Then
the committee will request additional information horn those sis,
such as recommendations from
chairs and deans, by Jan. 11.2002
After reviewing the material
and conducting interviews, the
committee willrecommend the
finalists to the provost by Feb. 15.
2002. The provost then makes bis
own lecomnirndation to the prest
dent who will notify the successful candidates. The provost will
notify the candidates not chosen.
Usually, two foundation professors are chosen each year.
Besides the foundation professor policy change. Schlomann
said she expects a few other
motions to be presented from
committees, although she is not
sure what they will be.
Presidentelect Joanne Gunser
was scheduled for an mformal meeting with Faculty Senate and guests
before the meeting, but that was
rescheduled for the Nov. 5 meeting.
The Faculty Senate wil meet at
3:30 p.m. Monday in the South
Ballroom on the second floor of
the Keen Johnson Building.
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Accent

The Colonels go on
the road this week to
play UT Martin. Find
out what they are up
against in this week's
sports./B6

WANTED

WANTED

WANTED

The
Harry Potter
series

Anne Frank:
The Diary
of a Young
Girl

Catcher
in the Rye

by
J.K. Rowling

by
J.D. Salinger

[

Wanted for occult/Satanic and
anti-family themes

Wanted for sexually offensive
passages.

Wanted for vulgarity, profanity
and anti-Christian sentiments.

V Renegade Literature V
National Banned Books Week Sept. 22 - 29
"An idea that is not dangerous is unworthy of.being called an idea at all." - Oscar Wilde

Eastern students have freedom to read

Ommnw CATWOMTT
Staff writ*

Challenged
Books

BY

book." Giles said. "I might suggest that they try
another book."
Only the primary children are limited from
When a person is told that she cannot do
something, then that often becomes the one checking out certain books in Model's library.
thmg she wants to do the moat
There are books from the nursery level up to
In tact, it may be that people across the coun- senior reading level. It is for this reason that
Model may have books challenged more often
try support this act despite its title of banned. .
This week. Sep. 22-29, is National Banned than Eastern. How the subject of a book is hanBook Week. It is being sponsored by the dled is often made more important than the conAmerican Library Association.
tent of the book.
Banned Books Week, according to the ALA
Parents may not like the way content is hanWeb site, "celebrates the freedom to choose or dled and challenge a book on that basis.
"Often a realy good book will be considered
the freedom to express one's opinion even if that
opinion might be considered unorthodox or controversial." Giles said.
unpopular."
Giles feels that it is important lads choose the
Banned Books Week also stresses the "impor- books they read, while still respecting the values
tance of ensuring the availability of those they have been taught at home.
unorthodox or unpopular viewpoints to all who
The library is an important place to recognize different values," Giles said. "But libraries
wish to read them."
cannot be responsible for supporting those values for each child. "
Lee Van OrsdeL dean of libraries at Eastern,
To mmm or to rwaMsags?
feels that students need to learn while they are at
There is a difference, however, between the
Eastern.
A library at an academic institution such as outright banning of a book in classroom curricuEastern is more open. Van Orsdel said, including lum and challenging the material in a library colworks of art nudes and books on controversial lection.
According to the ALA Web site, "A challenge
topics.
The only censorship we would ever apply is an attempt to remove or restrict materials,
based upon the objections of a person or group.
would be an economic one," Van Orsdel said.
Since Van Orsdel has been dean of libraries, A banning is the removal of those materials."
The state of Kentucky has had several book
there have not been challenges to remove materchallenges over the last few years. Kentucky
ial.
in particular have had widely pubSteve Stone, library reference team leader at high schools
book challenges.
Eastern, is "not aware that Eastern has ever lished
According to the Forbidden Library Web site,
banned any books."
which lists banned and challenged books, in
Most book purchases are requested by 1997 Pulaski County high School had "Le Morte
Eastern faculty members. Every department has
by Sir Thomas Mallory challenged as
a liaison to the library, and those books generally d'Arthur,"
required reading in a classroom on the basis that
make it to the shelves, provided there are not it was "junk."
already too many books of the same content
Pulaski County High School's assistant princi"We never second-guess faculty members on pal, Larry Chaney, did not recall the event
content," Van Orsdel said.
"Le Morte d'Arthur" is a classic illustrated
At Model Laboratory School, however, differ- novel that is considered by some to be a work of
ent rules sometimes apply.
great English literature. C. S. Lewis, a children's
Jenny Giles, head librarian at Model, feels novelist has said that "the Morte is perhaps the
that for many of the younger students the librari- single most important work of English literaans should act "as a child's parent" in some ture."
cases.
The Forbidden Library Web site also states
"If I see a child walking with an inappropriate that "Slaughterhouse-Five," a novel by Kurt

Vonnegut Jr.. was challenged at the Owensboro
County High School library.
The challenge, which took place in 1985. took
place because of "foul language, a reference to
'Magic Fingers' attached to the protagonist's bed
to help him sleep and the sentence: The gun
made a ripping sound like the opening of the fry
of God Almighty.""

Choosing the proper material for other people's children to read is something that is taught
in Eastern library science clausei.
Eastern professors teach students how to
select appropriate books for children or adults in
a library.
Majorie Pappas. a library science professor
who teaches children's literature undergraduate
courses, believes in choosing quality children's
books.
"I work with students on making their own
criteria for choosing quality children's books."
Pappas said.
Finding quality books for adults and children
is a goal that the ALA strongly supports.
While respecting various personal values for
each individual, the ALA supports "exposing
your mind to a banned book" A list of frequently
challenged books can be found at the ALA Web
she.
The Office for Intellectual Freedom states at
the ALA Web site that "Intellectual Freedom is
the right of every individual to both seek and
receive information from all points of view without restriction."
Academic institutions such as Eastern are
often supportive of intellectual freedom. Van
Orsdel cited the students' need to learn as reasoning for Eastern having a more open library.
On the Forbidden Library Web site, Alfred
Whitney Griswold offers a reason for libraries to
be more open:
"Books won't stay banned. They won't burn.
Ideas won't go to jail. In the long run of history,
the censor and the inquisitor have always lost
The only sure weapon against bad ideas is better
ideas. The source of better ideas is wisdom. The
surest path to wisdom is a liberal education."

Accent's top five controversial books
1. "Brave New World"
by Aldous Huxley
"Everyone belongs to everyone!"
Ill never forget this phrase
from the novel that explains
why it is anti-social to have a
relationship with the same person for more than three
months.
This is my favorite of all the
futuristic novels I've ever read.
Partly because it was funny, but
mostly because I believe it
describes a society very similar
to today's world. I was excited a
few years ago when a made-forTV movie based on "Brave New
World" aired, but was disgusted
ing was completely changed.

2. "Fahrenheit 451" by Ray Bradbury
In 1992 students at the Venado Middle School
in Irvine, California received copies of the book
with scores of words—mostly "hells" and
"damns"—blacked out Thankfully, after receiving complaints from parents and being contacted
by reporters, school officials said the censored
copies would no longer be used.
Source: umm.forbiddenlibrary.com
Sarah Hsansy

is a senior
journalism
major from
Stanford.
when the end-

3. The Lorax" by Dr. Seuss

A Dr. Seuss book banned? Heavens no! The
Lorax", written in 1971, gives a strong ecological
message about what happens when you destroy
the environment for monetary gain.
According to forbiddenlibrary.com this tale
was challenged in the Laytonville, California
Unified School District in 1989 because it "criminalizes the foresting industry."

4. "Bridge to Terabithia"
by Katherine Paterson
Not that I want to ruin the story for anyone
who hasn't read it but a child in the novel falls
into a creek and drowns. It's very plainly and
powerfully written about how children cope with
the death of a friend.
5. "Flowers for Algernon"
by Daniel Keyes
This novella won the 1959 Hugo award and
was adapted into an Oscar-winning movie. One
of my high school English teachers told me that
this book was banned from Lincoln County High
School for one year. In the story, when Charlie
gets smart he starts dating his tutor. A parent in
my county objected to the portrayal of a studentteacher relationship, even though the both characters in the novel are adults.

1990-2000
Most Frequently Challenged
Books for Children
1.
2.

"Scary Stories" series by Ahrin Schwartz
"Daddy's Roommate"
by Michael WuThoite
3. "Harry Potter" series by J.K. Rowling
4. "Bridge to Terabithia"
by Katherine Paterson
5. "Heather Has Two Mommies"
by Leslea Newman
6. "Ifs Perfectly Normal" by Robie Harris
7. "Alice" series by Phyllis Reynolds Nayior
8. "Goosebumm" series by R L Stine
9. The Great GilJy Hopkins"
by Katherine Paterson
10. "In the Night Kitchen"
by Maurice Sendak

Most Frequently Challenged
Books lor Young Adults
1.
2.
3.
4.

The Chocolate War" by Robert Cormier
"Forever" by Judy Blume
The Giver by Lois Lowry
"MyBromerSamisDead"
by James Lincoln Collier and
Christopher Collier
5. "A Day No Pigs Would Die"
by Robert Newton Peck
6. "Go Ask Alice" by Anonymous
7. The Goats" by Brock Cole
8. "Fallen Angels" by Walter Dean Myers
9. The Outsiders" by S. E. Hinton
10. Th*Plgnian"byPaulZindel

Most Frequently Challenged
Classics
1.

"I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings"
by Maya Angelou
2. The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn"
by Mark Twain
3. "Of Mice and Men" by John Steinbeck
4. The Catcher in the Rye" by J. D. Salinger
5. The Color Purple" by Alice Walker
6. The Bluest Eye" by Toni Morrison
7. To Kill A Mockingbird" by Harper Lee
8. "Beloved" by Toni Morrison
9. "Slaughterhouse-Five" by Kurt Vonnegut
10. "Lord of the Flies" by WUliam Goldberg
Compiled by the American Library Associatioa
»
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Have a campus event or
activity? Contact Bern
Howard or Charles Powell
at 622-1882 or by emafl at
<progress@acs.eku.edu>.
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• All Shows
Start @ 9 p.m.

FaH Career Day 2001
Get your resumes prepared and your best suit out of the closet
because today is Fall Career Day and Graduate and Professional
School Day from 11 a.m. until 3 p.m. at the Keen Johnson
Bailding
Fall Career Day w« feature faMme, coop, part-time, volunteer
and internship opportunities. Look up www. career, eku.edu and
www.coop.eku.edu few recruiting (Hfaai—lniir Career day is lor
all students first year through graduate school. Faculty are aaw
encouraged to attend.
Five$UX)priieswiD be given away throughout the day and fac
uky that attend wBl be efifiMe tor a $50 cash drawing.
Fall Career Day 2001 is sponsored by Career Services,
Cooperative Education. Multi-cultural Student Services, The
Graduate School, Alumni Affairs, The Eastern Progress and
Services for Individuals with Disabilities.

get iafcmnaliiiii mrl ictrirr at last faffs <
reerDay 3001 is today at the Keen Johnson V

TODAY
11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Fall Career Day 2001 and
Graduate and Professional School
Day at the Keen Johnson
Building.
12:10 pun.
Mass at the Catholic Newman
Center.
5:3() p.m.
Apologetics Bible Study at the
Baptist Student Union.
6:30 p.m.
Eastern's
16th
annual
International Banquet. Tickets are
on sale now at the International
Office. Tickets will not be sold at
the door. Food and entertainment
will be provided.
7:3() p.m.
Chautauqua Lecture Series,
"Created Inequalities: Looking
beyond Trade and Technology at
the Causes of Rising Inequality in
the Age of Globalization" by
James Galbraith. Moore 116.

7:30 p.m.
CRU weekly meeting of Crusade
for Christ at Pearl Buchannan
Theatre.
8 p.m.
Eastern volleyball vs. Lipscomb at
Nashville. Tenn.
8 p.m.
Songs for a New World continues
through Saturday in the Gifford
Theatre. Tickets are $6. Call 6221323 for tickets and more information.

FRIDAY

Eastern volleyball vs. Tennessee
Tech at Cookeville, Tenn. -

SUNDAY
3 p.m.
Richard Bromley Faculty Flute
Recital at Brock Auditorium.
5 p.m.
Mass at the Catholic Newman
Center.
6 p.m.
Sunday Supper at the Catholic
Newman Center.

MONDAY

Ocoee River Whitewater rafting
trip with intramurals.
8 p.m.
Eastern volleyball vs. Tennessee
State at Nashville, Tenn.

SATURDAY
2 p.m.
Eastern football vs. TennesseeMartin at Martin, Tenn.
3 p.m.

8 p.m.
Women's Bible Study at BSU.

7 p.m.
Silas House, author of "Clay's
Quilt" and Eastern graduate,
speaks in the Crabbe Library as
part of the Autumn Voices lecture
series.

7 p.m.
Christian Student Fellowhip will
meet at Daniel Boone Statue. Call
Pete or Chuck for more information at 624-1431.

9:30 a.m.
Dustan E. McCoy, president of
Brunswick Corporation Boat
Group and Eastern graduate, will

7:30 p.m.
Weekly Westminster Fellowship
at Wallace 326.

Bo dean's Tatoos
120 S. 2nd Si. • 624-0255

ft\ Wedrl \dayj
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WEDNESDAY

TUESDAY

Deaf Bible Study at BSU.

Meeting ofEJOJ's
Association of Aaw
fEnfor |ment\

8 p.m.
Common Ground at BSU.

7:30 p.m.
Philosophy Club Debate. "What is
Government For?" in Adams Room
of the Wallace Building. The moderator will be Bond Harris

^n Tatooing Richmond for 10 years Ifa
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Cover-ups
Custom Work
New School Art

speak in Brock Auditorium as a
part of the College of Business
and Technology Distinguished
Speaker Series.
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Save up to 20% jffl books.
Plus save money on

• New Needles & Ink for Everyone /
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. BODY PIERCING

furniture,
electronics,

Oct. 5,6,7 Skin Show
Convention vuxkv*. KY

tickets.

/fenna Body Art

sports items,

Modern, mystical Adornment
Temporary, Safe, & Pain Free
Uaua

and much more.

- Thurs. 12-6 p.m.
Fri. -Sat. 12-10p.m.
Closed on Sunday & Monday
TIMS.
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NOW OPENl

Goto:
RESTAURANT

& BAR

(Formly Paco's) 124 S. 1st Street • 623-0021

NOW SERVING SOME OF PACO'S FAVORITES!
750 DRAFT BEER Day & Night!
Monday Night Football Special:
• 1/2 OFF Appetizers during game
• Try Our NEW Fried Pickles!

the edge is coming....Oct. 4 Progress

www.easternprogress.com
and visit our new TEXTBOOKS channel for this week's best deals.
by:
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Do you have any events or
activities for What's On Tap?
Call Beth Howard or Charles
Powell at 622-1882.

Accent B3
arts&stuff
Eastern's musical sings new tune

Charles Powell, editor

Thursday. September 27, 2001

Cox
Staff writer

BY USA

arey/Progress
An art observer gazes at the photographs taken by Cathryn Griffin, art
professor of Western Carolina University. The exhibit will run until Oct. 12.

Phantom of photos
BY CHABLES POWELL

Arts&stuff editor
Last Monday, the Giles
Ciallery welcomed the work
bf two master photographers. William Morningstar and
Cathryn Griffin. The photo exhibit
will run through Oct. 12. After
seeing the exhibit, firsthand, the
wait was well worth it.
The work of William
Morningstar. a Berea College art
professor, is a sort of medley. The
gallery is now showing two of his
collection series.
One series, entitled "Kentucky
Phantoms II," concentrates on the
history of our state. Each photo
features an old building, practically condemned, and its potential
beauty that we may overlook or
take for granted in everyday life.
Highlights in the background
of Morningstar's work add a varity of color in the Phantom series
that distinguish the greatness in
his work. Even the lightly flush,
green grass in these photographs
stand out to the naked eye.
Morningstar's other set of photographs are entitled "Seeing in
the Dark." In this series, the photographer works in black and
white to show various older religious landmarks. Each single idea

and expression that Morningstar
wants to express is caught in a
single moment with his work.
Cathryn Griffin, an art professor at Western Carolina
University, presents a different
message in her photographs.
Most of her work shown in the
gallery is provided by the North
Carolina countryside.Unlike
Morningstar's collective subject
matter. Griffin's work is more
spur of the moment. Each piece
does seem to capture the essence
of present life, featuring some
photographs with animals and
humans.
Perhaps her most famed work
is being shown in the gallery. A
photograph entitled "Blind Drive
Mirror" may have caught your
eye before her exhibit at Eastern.
The piece shows a landscaping at
its best, with a very large mirror
reflecting life outside the photograph.
Though neither artist was able
to attend the Giles Gallery opening reception, their work was certainly enjoyed by students and
guests. One might think of this
opportunity as an easy sign for
extra credit on a much needed
exam grade. Reflect for a moment
what the two artists instill in their
work while visiting the gallery.

The theatre department's new
season beginning with the musical, "Songs for a New World," is
underway. Homer Tracy, speech
and theatre arts professor, is
director and choreographer for
the musical. Jason Robert Brown
is composer and lyricist.
Brown debuted Off-Broadway
with "Songs for a New World" in
1995. This was his first musical.
He made his way to Broadway in
1998 with "Parade." In 1999.
Brown received his first Tony as
composer for "Parade." Brown's
two musicals are available on CD
(Source:geocities.com/Jason_Rob
ert_Brown).
Tracy says many people are
not familiar with Brown and his
work because he is a newcomer
and he is young, in his 30s.
Two women and two men, and
a five-person band originally performed the two-act musical with
the composer at the piano.
The musical features 16 songs
spanning many decades and
focuses on particular memorable
events in the life of people and in
history.
Tracy says he decided to put
on the musical at Eastern after
hearing the CD. The musical
takes place in various times in history such as on Christopher
Columbus' ship and the sewing
room of Betsy Ross.
"It's more like a musical revue.

Steven RtchardsorVPiogr—«
Derek HambMn, a 21 -year-old Berea College student, rehearses with fellow cast member Rose Coieman, a 27
-year-old theatre major from Eastern, for their performance in "Songs for a New World."
Each song is like a monologue.
Instead of a starring cast, it's
more like an ensemble," Tracy
said.
The ensemble includes Derek
Hamblin (Berea College), Rose
Coieman, Wes Nelson, Eastern

Arts&stuff editor
Music is in the air as Eastern
welcomes the 10th Annual High
School Honors Choir Concert,
with 200 of high schools' best
vocalists. This event will be held
at 7 p.m. Sept. 29 in Brock
Auditorium.
The 'esrjval is under the direction of lastem's director of choral
acth/iii, s, David W. Greenlee. The
students will rehearse for only

two days on five selections of
music. The selections themselves
will not be known until students
arrive.
"It is our goal to require the
singers to draw on their musical
skills and talents and reach a very
high level of performance excel
lence," Greenlee said.
Opening the festival will be
Eastern's own choir with a 20minute performance of five selections. The event is free and open
to the public.

BY CHARLES POWELL

Arts&stuff editor

Phil Johnson, Eastern custodian, has drawn numerous sketches to
express his thoughts regarding the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks on America.
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Art is defined in many different
ways with one simple conclusion—freedom. Anyone can
revolve the perilous questions of
life through the simple expression
of a pen, pencil or brush. One of
Eastern's own faculty members
has chosen to do so with the use
of his experience.
Phil Johnson, a custodian for
five years, has decided to express
his thoughts from the terroristic
nightmare that our country now
faces. Johnson feelings compelled
to do so. being a veteran himself
of 6 years serving the United
States Navy. During his service in
the Navy, Johnson was an aviation
mechanic.
"There is a lot of respect in this
country for our military personal."
Johnson said. In his work, he
implicates a lot of pride that our
nation has in its men and women.
Johnson mainly draws in his

spare time. Each piece of work
holds a stronger meaning than
words can speak.
"Phil usually has something
buried in his mind that he just has
to express. He is very strong with
his feelings when he brings it to
life." Bethany Johnson. Phil's wife
said.
The artist is a native of
Jessamine County. He attended
high school there before joining
the Navy. It was in high school
were he had his only formal
teachings in art. Throughout his
life, he has perfected his craft
using practice and determination.
Johnson understands the feelings that the military endure in
these times of war.
"Civilians do have strong feelings for our military, but they
don't clearly understand the danger for those that have served in a
time of war," Johnson said.
The veteran's work can be
seen in Wallace and literally
behind every closed door.

www.galaxybowling.com

The Best Pirn Under One Roof.

LARGE
1 TOPPING

Five Years," will be at the Lincoln
Center Theatre in February
2002." Tracy said.
"Songs for a New World" will
run from September 27-29 in
Gifford Theatre «t 8 p.m. The
admission is $6.

Veteran draws hope,
pride with artwork

Eastern hosts choirs
BY CHANLES POWELL

alumni Allie Darden Tipton and
Tim Lester of Chicago.
There will not be choreography in the traditional sense, but
there will be movement in respect
to the monologues." Tracy said.
"His new musical. "The Last
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who's that?
Malcolm in the middle of life

Sarah Hraory. editor

Accent B4 ThunMiay.scptnnber27.2001

Professor
^
Malcolm Frisbie
describes
inspiration for
teaching
BvCEOLSMnw
Staff wrilmr

His secretary's desk is plastered with ridiculous e-mails, candid sayings about idiots and
countless drawings of stressed
out cartoon characters, grumbling
things like. "Today is not your
day. Tomorrow doesn't look good
either.But Malcolm Frisbie. acting
chair of the department of earth
sciences, biology professor and
earth sciences professor, is far
from grumpy.
The walls of his office seem to
barely stand against the pressure
from the tall shelves full of biology journals, dinosaur books and
hundreds of other books on subjects ranging from bicycling to
physiological ecology.
Two large windows in the
Roark Building allow natural light
to illuminate Frisbie's office. In
the middle of the office is a table
covered with various student
papers, a coat and a shoulder bag
for carrying his classroom materials.
"I think I naturally like to
teach." Frisbie said. "When I was
in high school and college. I
worked a number of summers as
a camp counselor. It seemed to fit
pretty weH"
Reaching this point in his life
was not something Frisbie expected. Teaching at a university of any
size never entered his mind as a
youth or even as a college student
As a child, young Malcolm
Frisbie knew one thing: He wanted to be a scientist when he grew
up. His parents were avid fans of
die outdoors and living things —
a love that the young Frisbie also
shared.
After completing high school.
Frisbie attended Williams College
in Massachusetts. It was obvious
to him that majoring in biology
was the direction to take; what he

Kevm Martin/Progress

Malcolm Frisbie gives an animated review session for his Dinosaurs
class. Frisbie is the acting chair of the department of earth sciences.
would do after graduation was the being so isolated from his family
and culture proved to be the hardquestion.
est thing he had
Feeling quite
ever done.
burned out with
After
school, Frisbie "He make* it
getting out of
decided he had
the
Peace
had enough of
(biology)
Corps, Frisbie
college and the
met . with a
classroom. He
friend in Spain.
entered
the
The two jourPeace Corps in
neyed
from
November 1978
Of
Madrid
into
and decided to
Northern
see the world.
Europe on their
For two years
Elisha Goins, 1 0 - s p e e d
he lived among
student b i k e s . a n d
the people of
camped in fields
Burkina Faso.
around small
Africa.
He
towns whenever
worked as a
forester in the Sahel, a grassy they were weary.
"I got far enough away from it
region between the Sahara and
the upper rain forests. However, (college) that I could realize that I

humor about It
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had been very privileged to get
the education that I'd had. and I
wanted to get some more."
Frisbie recounted.
Upon returning to the States.
Frisbie began a doctorate program at Penn State. He knew,
once again, that he wanted to
study biology; however, he had
no idea what he wanted to do with
it once he was finished.
Frisbie felt the urge for yet
another trans-continental bike
ride. This time he wanted to cross
the United States. Instead of
spending all his time in the middle of the country, through
Kansas and Oklahoma, he and
two other friends chose to ride
from north to south. The summer
journey from Canada to Mexico
took two months to complete.
After an adventurous year.
Frisbie began teaching at Eastern.
His "weapons" in the classroom
are simple: be part of the class,
move around the room, and interact with the students.
He walks up and down the
steps in the auditoriums of the
Moore Building preaching the
wonders of biology. He answers
the questions of his students as
he paces the rows and columns of
the seats until every question has
an answer and an explanation.
"He makes it (biology) seem
interesting because he has a
sense of humor about it." said
Elisha Goins. political science
major and former student of
Frisbie. "It's not just boring facts."
Aside from teaching, Frisbie
also tackles the realm of parenting. With a wife and two sons,
ages 2 and 5. Frisbie equates
fatherhood to a more intimate
form of teaching.
"It's kinda fun to show part of
the world I like a whole lot to
somebody else." Frisbie said.
With all his characteristics,
mannerisms, hilarity and love for
life. Frisbie still keeps his own life
down to earth. He thinks the
same of teaching.
"If you can see that person in
front of the classroom as having
the same desires and frustrations
as you do. that that person seems
regular. I think often that the perception of the college professor is
that of some weird egghead."
Frisbie said. "Thank (rod I'm not
like that."
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Find a treasure at the SPJ yard sale this Saturday.
The sale is 8 a.m. to noon at the Donovan Annex.

Members of the Hyper Club: from left to
right: Adam Sergeant, president; Josh
Compton, Nathan Fitch, Steven Trosper.
Isaac Whitt, Alica Ferguson, Charlotte
Sizemore and Jill Day.

ound&about

Brth Howard, editor

Powwow
educates
public
BY

Program helps smokers,
creates support group
BYKATEWHTKAMP

Stsff writer

fmm MCGMKT

Stmftwnter
The Richmond Powwow
Association is hosting its annual
powwow in Irvine McDowell Park
beginning this Friday and running
until Sunday. Sept 3a
This year's head staff are
Native Americans from Cherokee.
N.C.. although Native Americans
from all over the United
States.Canada and Mexico will be
there.
Jan Quigg. of the Richmond
Powwow Association, said that
there will be lots of dancing,
drumming and crafts. The association is also bringing in horses
from Deer Run Stable.
The Grand Entry guard will
begin at noon on Saturday. The
Grand Entry is the event which
signals the beginning of the powwow, where everyone lines up,
becomes quiet, and pays respect
to the eagle staff. There will also
be a bonfire beginning at dark on
Saturday.
Since Friday is a school day,
the Powwow Association has
made it children's day. Children
will be bussed in from surround-

The Richmond Powwow Association will begin its annual powwow
tomorrow in Irvin McDowell Park and continue through Sunday.
ing counties to experience Native
American culture hands-on,
Quigg said. This is an educational
event and she feels that the best
way to educate the public is by

getting them involved.
Admission to the powwow is $5
per adult and $2 per child.
Admission will not exceed $15 per
family.

Author speaks on debut novel
BY BETH HOWAHO

Around&About editor
Silas House. Eastern graduate
and Southern author, will speak at
7p.m., Oct. 2 at Crabbe Library as
a part of the Autumn Voices lecture series sponsored by Eastern
Libraries.
House will discuss his debut
novel, "Clay's Quilt," which contributed to his honor as one of the
"Ten Emerging Talents in the
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South" by Vanderbilt University
and which is now nominated for
Appalachian Book of the Year.
"We are excited to offer Silas a
welcome back opportunity to
speak at his alma mater. His success as a young Appalachian
author will inspire students at
EKU," said Carol Lawson, of special collections and archives.
"Clay's Quilt" is set in
Appalachia and follows a young
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coal miner. Clay, through his
quest to And family and home.
House lives in Lily with his wife
and two daughters. Lily's population is 800.
House is working on his second novel, tentatively titled
"Parchment of Leaves."
House is co-sponsored by the
College of Arts & Sciences and
the Center for Appalachian
Studies.

The Cooper/Clayton Smoking
Program wO begin tonight at Pattie
A Clay Hospital. The group is for
people who enjoy smoking, but
know that it is not healthy to them
or to the people they are around.
The program is designed to help
people quit and create a support
group of people wilbng to quit
"Ambivalence is normal," said
Margaret Suters, registered
nurse. The program takes into
account that not everyone wants
to quit, but some people know
they will be better off by not
smoking."
Suters wul be leading the 24week program. If she is ever
unable to attend a meeting, others
who
have
received
the
Cooper/Clayton training will be
leading the group.
The Cooper/Clayton program
is a free program run throughout
Kentucky. The section at Pattie A
Clay has had a "very wonderful
success rate of 90 to 95 percent,"
Suters said. After the first 12
weeks, people attending the
group should not be smoking or
using any nicotine replacements.
In the following 12 weeks new
people will be joining the group,
and those who have quit will help
give motivation to the new members, as well as keeping a support
system for themselves.
The group win help the members determine what sort of nicotine replacement is best for them.
They will also be advised about
what type of replacement works
best with their budget A limited
number of free nicotine patches
are available through the program, and two local drugstores
will give people in the group a ten
percent discount on nicotine
replacements. If someone has a
hard time finding the funding for
nicotine replacements, the group

Corrective
Coloring is our
speciality.
We are
Richmond's
haircoioring &
highlighting
experts.

Re pho»
Smokers who want to quit smoking can go to the Cooper/Clayton
Smoking Program tonight at Pattie A Clay Hospital.
and hospital will work with them
and their insurance to help, but
according to Suters, most of the
nicotine replacements are no
more expensive than smoking.
The program has been at
Pattie A Clay for the past five
years. Many members from previous groups will come and share
their success stories to help people who are just beginning to quit
their habit. The program is
designed to help people stop and
keep them from starting again.
For college students, one of
the biggest motivations to quit is
the money they will save. If someone smokes two packs a day, they
can save up to $1,825 a year by
quitting. The Cooper/Clayton
group realizes this and tries to
help by making its program free
to everyone.
"I would like to quit, it's just
smoking is addictive," said Oddy
Cavins, a nursing major from
Henderson. "You start out smoking one cigarette a day, then two,
then you're up to two packs. The
social aspect of it is hard - when all
your friends do it, it's hard to quit"
"If a person does not have the

self-discipline to quit, then a
group is not going to help them,"
Cavins said. She said she would
not attend a smoking support
group, because she believes the
motivation win come from within.
They would be a good idea for
some people, but everybody
needs to find a way for that for
themselves," said Christian Sledd,
a graphic design major from
Paris. Sledd smoked for about one
year and is now in the process of
quitting.
The atmosphere is non-judgmental and is open to everyone. A
variety of ages come to the meetings and everyone can draw upon
the experiences and will power of
others, Suters said.
"It works," Suters said. The
success rate of the group and all
the people who have been a part
of the group for the past five years
can attest to the validity of that
statement
The group will meet from 7-8
p.m. in the hospital conference
room at Pattie A Clay hospital for
the next 24 weeks. To join, all you
have to do is show up and show
an interest in quitting smoking.
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Colonels'
defense shines
despite loss in
OVC opener
I watched as the Ohio Valley
Conference championship supped
through Eastern's hands Saturday. I
watched as the Colonels Mew chance
after chance to put the game out of reach.
I watched as
Yeremiah Bell made
interceptions, fumble
recoveries and numerous tackles in futility.
The defense, led by
Bell, Chris Minter and
and Marcus Adams,
held the lOth-ranked
team in Division l-AA to
12 first downs, while
JOHN HAYS
sacking Panther quarTotal Ace—
terback Tony Romo
four times.
The defensive play was a far-cry from
last year's 4** drubbing it took at the
hands of Romo and Co.
Bell's play kept the Colonels in contention the entire contest His interception on the third play of the game seemed
to swing the momentum in Eastern's
direction. The Colonels failed to convert
Bell's fumble recovery in the endzone
with EIU threatening at Eastern's twoyard line stalled another drive. After
three plays, the Colonels were forced to
punt Eastern failed to convert
Bell's hit on Romo for a 15-yard loss,
causing a fumble. EIU recovered the ball,
and Eastern failed to convert The first
half concluded with score knotted 7-7.
The third play of the second half
seemed to be a figment of imagination as
C J. Hudson jetted so quickly down the left
sideline it seemed as though he waltzed
on air the entire 66 yards.
That was it for the offense. The offense
provided four second-half first downs. One
of those was a holding penalty on EIU.
Wait a minute. I know the Colonels are
young and inexperienced at quarterback
and receiver. I know they have been hit
with a rash of injuries to key players.
But when someone isn't producing,
whether offensively or on defense, adjustments need to made.
Hopefully, a little adjusting will take
place before this weekend's game with
UT-Martin.
Roy Kidd was honored following the
game Saturday. He received a new Volvo
and Kit Carson Drive is now Roy and Sue
Kidd Way.
What else for a man that has dedicated
38 years of his life building a successful
football program, not to mention the successful men who have played for him
through the years.
Kidd hasn't only won on the field. He
has won on the field of life.
Kidd now has two streets named after
him. South Carolina Coach Lou Hohz said
Kidd should have the university named for
him. Who knows?
The Colonels may gain ground on
Eastern Illinois this weekend. The
Panthers will take on undefeated
Tennessee Tech, who upset Florida A&M
this weekend. The OVC race could come
down to a three-way race between the
Colonels, Tech and EIU.
Bengals Shine
Wow, isn't it great when the team that
owns the worst record in the 1990s suddenly begins the season 2-0, and everyone
jumps on the bandwagon?
Especially when the lowly Bungles,
oops Bengals, beat up on the defending
Super Bowl champs.
WetL a little karma may have been hanging aroung Paul Brown Stadium Sunday.
Remember Trent Dilfer? He led the
Ravens to the Super Bowl title last year. He
was then released. Oh sure. I've heard the
stories how Baltimore's defense was the
reason behind its new-found success. This
may be true, but the organization still treated Dilfer badly.
Sure, he's now the third-string quarterback for Seattle, but who cares? What
comes around, goes around.
Elvis (irbac spumed the Bengals' contract offer this summer while shopping his
services around for the highest bidder. The
Ravens won his services, but the Bengals
disserviced Grbac Sunday. What comes
around, goes around.
The Bengals haven't won their first three
games since 1990, and they face the undefeated Chargers next weekend. So don't get
too excited about the fast start
The Bengals have started 20 six times in
the last 20 years, and they advanced to the
Super Bowl in two of those. But remember
Bengal fans, they have finished above 500
only three times out of the 20.
Kenny Anderson led the Bengals to a 124
record in 1981, while Boomer Esiason duplicated that record in 1988. Both met Joe
Montana and the San Francisco 49ers in the
Super Bowl and lost Bengal starter Jon Kitim.
a Seattle reject doesn't compare to either
Anderson or Esiason.
So don't look for the Bengals in wherever Commissioner Paul Tagliabue decides to
hold the Super Bowl in January. Look for
them at the bottom of the AFC Central
Division once again.

John Haws, ester

Panthers claw Colonels
■

BvCOBEYhtoU.
Assistant sports Moor

Last Saturday at Roy Kidd Stadium,
the Colonels lost a game they should
have won.
The Colonels led 17-15 and were gaining control of the game early in the
fourth quarter. But freshman Allen Evans
fumbled a punt after fighting for extra
yardage.
"Allen is just a freshman. He is going
to be an outstanding player for us. We
were going to have the ball on the 50,
instead they did." Kidd said.
Two plays later. Eastern Illinois quarterback Tony Romo hit receiver Frank
Cutolo on a hitch-and-go pattern for the
go-ahead touchdown.
"I seen what they were doing on hitches during the course of the game so I audi
bled at the line and told Frank to run and
go," Romo said. "Eastern does a good job
on the short stuff. If you are going to beat
them, it's going to be with the big play."
Eastern managed to put together two
more unsuccessful drives. The final one
was stopped as quarterback Toki McCray
tried to scramble on fourth and one but
was stopped short of the marker, ending
the Colonels' hopes of a win at 21-17.
"We made big mistakes you can't
make against a good team." Kidd said.
Redshirt freshman tailback C.J.
Hudson had another great game for the
Colonels, rushing for 144 yards on 23 carries and a touchdown. He now ranks second in the nation with a 173.3 yards per
game rushing average.
Junior free safety Yeremiah Bell had
an outstanding game. Bell had two interceptions. 11 tackles.a deflected pass, two
assists, one sack, a forced fumble, a
recovered fumble that he returned out of
the endzone for 17 yards.
Bell and the Colonel defense held the
much-heralded Eastern Illinois passing
game in check.
"We got hit with two big plays. Other
than that, our defense played very well,"
Kidd said.
Romo completed only 13 of 23 passes
for 134 yards, two touchdowns and two
interceptions. This came after he was a
perfect 16 for 16 in EIU's previous game
two weeks ago.
"It was hard to get our minds on football knowing what was going on in New
York and Washington, D.C.," Romo said.
"We had a terrible week of practice and
our passing game just wasn't in sync."
The Colonels scored first on fullback
Chad Culver's TD from one yard out, giving Eastern a 7-0 lead. EIU's Andre
Raymond ran it in over the left side of the
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Frank Cutolo hauls in the game-winning touchdown over William Randle in Eastern Illinois' 21-17 victory over the Colonels at Roy
Kidd Stadium Saturday. Cutolo. who is EIU's leading receiver, caught three passes for fifty yards in the win.

Colonel line for a one-yard score, knotting the score at 7-7
With just over a minute gone in the
second half, Hudson, who had been bottled up throughout most of the first half,
broke a 66-yard option pitch into the endzone for a 14-7 Colonel lead.
On Eastern Illinois' next possession,
Raymond took a draw play 56 yards to the
Colonel nine-yard line. On the next play
Romo hit Gil Davis for a touchdown.
During the extra point, holder John
Williams caught the Colonels' defensiveline sleeping and followed kicker Bill
Besenhofer into the endzone for a 15-14
Eastern Illinois lead.
Following Bell's second interception,
the offense did its job by getting into field
goal range for Adam Smith, who nailed a
29-yard field goal after missing two previously to give Eastern a 17-15 lead.
The Colonel defense stepped up big
the next EIU possession forcing the punt
that was fumbled to set up the game-winning pass.

Andi Undenmayer/Progress
Eastern quarterback Tokl McCray is hit as he attempts a pass to C.J. Hudson. McCray
completed 14 of 24 passes for 109 yards in Eastern's OVC opening loss Saturday.

UT-Martin next test for Eastern
BY JOHN HAYS

Sports editor

After Saturday's 21-17 loss to
Eastern Illinois. Roy Kidd views
this weekend's game at UT-Martin
as a contest that will test his
team's character. The Colonels
will face a much-improved Martin
squad that finished 0-7 in die conference last season and 2-9 overall.
"Martin is a team we have to be
prepared for," Kidd said. "We have
to be ready mentally, and go into
the game with the same intensity
we played with Saturday. We can't
relax and we will have to play as
hard as we can."
The Skyhawks (1-2), who were
idle last weekend, soundly defeated Kentucky Weslyan 54-14 Sept.
13. Martin dominated Weslyan.
scoring on its first five possessions on the way to a 400 advantage at die half.
Martin, who finished fourth in
the Ohio Valley Conference in
rushing last season with an average of 187 yards a game, gained
363 yards against Wesiyan.
The Skyhawks offensive
scheme features a multiple option
offense that is directed by sophomore quarterback Robert Hines.
Hines' favorite target is
Travis Parker, a senior wide
receiver. Parker had seven catch
es for 167 yards in Martin's season opener, and followed with a
four-catch performance for 99
yards in the Panther's loss
against Tusculum College.
A veteran offensive line made
up of senior Ben Gallian. junior
Guy Pryor and sophomores Alan
Chase and lee Iawrence will bolster the offensive front for the
Panthers.
Martin's running game may
be a threat to the Colonels
defense as well. Sophomore running back Damien Harris has
rushed for more than 300 hundred yards in the first three
games, including a 45-yard TD
against Weslyan. Harris was one
of 12 Skyhawk backs who

Kevin Martin/Progress
Quarterback Travis Turner takes snaps in Monday's practice. Turner,
a transfer from Wise (Va ) College, is in his first year as a Colonel.

touched the ball in the romp of
Wesleyan.
"We're going to have to stop
the run, that's for sure." Kidd
said. "We can't let them control
the ball and the tempo of the
game. We will have to shut their
ground game down."
Martin's defense, a defense
that was allowing 426 yards a
game, came up big against
Wesleyan with six interceptions,
two shy of the school record.
Junior defensive back Perez Boyd
finished the evening with three of

the pick-offs, which was one shy
of the school record.
"We are going to have to go
down there, line-up and drive
them off the ball." Kidd said. "We
will have to establish our running
game early and control the ball."
The Skyhawks' defensive unit.
led by second-team All-OVC
defensive end Nick Stamper, welcomes back 10 players who saw
starting duty last season.
Stamper finished 2000 with 58
tackles and three sacks. He will
be joined by Jonathan l.eddy. a

sophomore linebacker who finished with 83 tackles last year.
Vincent Thomas will join
Boyd in the Skyhawk defensive
backfield. Thomas ranked third
in the OVC with 133 tackles,
along with two interceptions and
a fumble recovery.
Eastern gained a mere 109
yards through the air Saturday,
and Kidd feels that the Colonels
will have to establish an effective
passing attack to establish the
running game.
Quarterback Toki McCray
completed 14 of 24 passes and
one interception against Eastern
Illinois, but a 21-yard completion
to Antonio Brooks was McCra/s
longest of the day.
"TVe are going to have to start
throwing the ball with a little
more zip," Kidd said. "And our
receivers are going to have to do
a better job of catching the ball
for us to establish our passing
game."
Freshman running back CJ.
Hudson rushed for 147 yards on
23 carries for his third consecutive 100-yard game. The Colonels
gained 205 yards on the ground,
and Kidd feels that will continue
Saturday against Martin.
"We've got to get C.J. the
ball, because he can make the
big play any time he gets his
hands on the ball," Kidd said.
"But once again it takes getting
our passing game together."
On the other hand, the
Colonels defense held EIU's AllConference quarterback to a
season low 13 completions and
134 yards through the air.
Eastern also recorded four
sacks.
Kidd realizes that his team is
inexperienced on offense, but
he would like to see his team's
intensity and confidence equal
that
of earlier
teams.
"I would really love to see
this team play like we did in the
1980s and 1990s." Kidd said.
"But we are young, and we're
still learning."

Eastern vs UT3 p.m. Saturday
Martin. Term.
I Eastern 1-2.
UT-Martin 1-2
WEKU- FM 88.9

UT-Martin Facts
Location: Martin. Term
Head Coach: Sam McCorkle
Second year at Martin
Last Year's Record: 2-9
Last Year's OVC Record: 0-7
Last Meeting: Eastern 27
UT-Martin 0
Founded: 1900
Enrollment: 5881
Colors: Royal Blue, Orange
and White
Nickname: Skyhawks
Stadium: Graham Stadium
Capacity: 7,500
Eastern leads the all-time
series 12-0.
Martin Is coming off a 5414 win over Kentucky
Weslyan.
Martin returns 33 lettermen
from last year's squad.
Trie Skyhawks return 10
players who saw starting duty on ostensa last
Martin's two victories last
season was the most by
the (asm since winning
flvs con—la in 1M6.
The Skyhawks finished
fourth In the OVC m
rushing last season,
averaging 187.6 yards a
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Volleyball team upsets EIU, Progra
?s
loses to SEMO on the road
■w-%T1ie Eastern

BY CAStOWDRA KjRBV
Sports writer

The volleyball team continued
its season-opening 13-match road
trip last weekend, as it fell to
Southeast Missouri. However, the
Colonels recovered to snap a 10game skid against Eastern
Illinois.
The Southeast Volleyball
Utahkians took five games to put
away the Colonels three games to
two, moving their winning streak
to 34 matches.
Picked to finish third in the
Ohio Valley Conference, SEMO
shouldn't have had any trouble
defeating the eighth-ranked
Colonels. Yet, the match went
back and forth as both teams traded wins throughout each game.
In the third game. Southeast
was down lft*. and after a crucial
timeout, the team managed to
move its score to 16-11. Later, the
Otahkins went down to the
Colonels 21-15 but recovered scoring five straight points and forced
Eastern into a timeout
With the score tied at 22,
SEMO overcame the pressure,
winning 31-29. Avenging the
match, the Colonels took the
fourth game 30-26. In the fifth and
deciding match the Otahkins
came out ready to conquer, and
they did just that, defeating
Eastern 14-9.
Proud of the Colonels' play.
Coach Lori Duncan said, "By taking SEMO to Five. I think they
were definitely surprised. We
came within 6 points of snapping
their 33 game home win streak.
SEMO is tough to play at SEMO.
I call it the New York Yankee
phenomena because everybody
in the conference looks at them
as the New York Yankees. They
step on the court and people just
assume that they are going to be
better because they have dominated our conference for the last four
years."
The next day. the Colonels
came out onto the court seeking
vengeance for their previous loss
to the Southeast Otahkins. They

Fat Photo
Courtney Huyaar (mtddte) will lead the voHeyball team into tonight's game
with Upscomb University The Colonels face OVC foe Tenn. State Sept. 28.

"I was most
excited about
the win over
Eastern
Illinois. It was
a total upset.
Volleyball coach
Lori Duncan
defeated the second ranked
Eastern Illinois Panthers with
scores of 25-30,30-23.34-32.16-30.
and 16-14. Coach Duncansaid this
resulted in a break of the 10-game
streak the Panthers held over the
Colonels.
Becky Galati led the Colonels
with 21 kills. Teammate Lesley
Aldridge added 17 kills and 19

digs, while Courtney Huyser and
Marisa Kawa added 11 kills
apiece. Kristi Kuzma had a strong
game, recording 14 digs in the
win. Sharon Moreno continued
her strong play totaling 61 assists
and nine kills. Lyon finished for
the Colonels with 10 kills and four
blocks.
"I was the most excited about
the win over Eastern Illinois
because it was a total upset. They
are ranked second in our conference, so no one expected us to
come out and give them a good
game—let alone win," defense
specialist Kristi Kuzma said.
Teammate Erica Ashley
agreed with Kuzma as she elaborated by saying. "The season by
far has been the best out of the
last four years that I have been
here. There's a new confidence
we have. We know we are going
to do well—and you know what —
it makes it fun!"

Former Ail-American plays
hero for the handicapped
selection three consecutive years
at quarterback and led the
Colonels to an 18-5-2 record during his career.
The man people know as
"Spider" was also the sixth man
on Eastern's basketball team and
a two-year letterman on the track
team, where he competed in the
220 and 440-meter events.
Thurman has carried his nickname with him since he was a
second-grade student in Harian
County.
"I came to school with my eye
bandaged from being bitten by a
spider," Thurman said. "The
name has stuck with me since
then. I bet three-fourths of the
Andi Undenmaytr/Prograaj people who know me call me
'Spider."*
"Spider" Thurman (left) chats with former Colonel Richard Cook
Thurman's father. Bill, worked
Saturday at Alumni Day. Thurman played quarterback for Eastern in 1941. in one of the numerous coal
camps in southeastern
Kentucky during the
BY JOHN HAYS
1930s, and Thurman knew
Sports editor
sports were his opportuniJames "Spider" Thurman was
ty for a better life.
recognized as "The Most Popular
"That's all the entertainMale" at Eastern in 1941. After all,
they II
ment we had when we
he led the football team to its first
were growing up,"
undefeated season and was
Thurman said. "I also
named Little College Ailknew that sports was the
American as a senior quarterback.
only way I could get a colHe was the talk of the campus.
lege education."
Although 60 years have
at athletes
Thurman was an assisfrom Eastern's past
passed, Thurman remains poputant football coach after
lar. His audience isn't comprised
graduating from Eastern,
of howling fans, urging him to
but a career change was in
throw another touchdown pass.
store after the attack on
floor.
This audience doesn't rely on
Pearl
Harbor
on Dec. 7, 1941.
Thurman
said
Benham
would
Thurman to quench its thirst for
joined the Air Force and
athletic action. This group depends have won the championship that Thurman
season if not for an epidemic that served in the China-Burma-India
on him for survival.
Thurman, a member of the kept the team from participating Theater. He came home in 1946.
Thurman and his wife
Board of Home Delivery Meals in in the tournament
"We beat Corbin on the road Margaret moved to Manchester
Richmond, has delivered meals to
the handicapped throughout my junior year in an away game," where he was named head coach
Madison County for the past five Thurman said. "We won by nine of Clay County High school's basyears. He also works in points, but we were quarantined ketball team. Thurman led the
McCready Manor and Telford because of a meningitis epidemic Tigers to six state tournaments
Terrace assisting victims of that year."
and an undefeated season in 1952Basketball wasn't the only 53. He also coached Bobby Keith,
Alzheimer's disease. Thurman
said the chance to help the dis- sport Thurman excelled at. He who would become a high school
abled should be a priority for garnered First-Team All-State coaching legend. Thurman was
honors at quarterback his senior
everyone.
named to the Clay County Hall of
"I have a sister who has season at Benham. He was heavi- Fame in 1990. His jersey hangs
Alzheimer's and that gives me ly recruited as a senior and alongside Keith's and former UK
incentive to help," Thurman said. received a four-year scholarship
"Anytime a person is able to help from the University of Kentucky. star Richie Farmer.
Although his playing days are
out, they should give all the sup- Thurman went to Lexington, but
port they can. You should always he soon became disillusioned by over, Thurman still keeps up with
his alma mater. He and Margaret
help those who are less fortunate the atmosphere on campus.
"Coming from a small town, I soon will celebrate 60 years
than yourself."
Thurman. director of Alumni at felt that UK was too big of an together and still call Richmond
Eastern from 1962 until his retire- adjustment for me." Thurman their home.
ment in 1983, was a two-sport star said. "It was too big, and plus, a
"I still keep up with all of
at Benham High School in Harian lot of my high school teammates Eastern's sports and what's hapCounty before becoming a were going to Eastern."
Thurman's impact at Eastern pening." Thurman said. "When I
Colonel. He led the basketball
was
felt immediately. He was a look back at my time at Eastern, I
team to a 22-0 record in 1936 and
defeated eventual state champion three-time Kentucky Intercollegiate think it was the most enjoyable
Corbin on the Redhound's home Athletic Conference first-team time of my life."
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Electronic Business
Computer Sales ft Service
(Inatde of Ba\N Office Supply)

Botany Bay
AS
B2
Bodaan'a
Career Service*
AS
Chapel Service*
B4
Clngular W1r*4***
B8
Cellular On*
B4
B2
Collag* of Law Enf.
B2
College PubHahar'a
Church Direct.
A2
Dtckson Production*
A4
Elactronte Businaas 8y*.B7
EKU Dining
B7
A4
Flrat Chriatian Church
First Mathodist Church A4
First Gaar
A4
Galaxy Bowling
B3
Qlyndon Tailor Shop
B7
InstaMit C*M*S
B7
Jack's BP
AS
A4
KPS-Ofncara
UtHa Caaaar'a
B4
LAOS Tnorosjs Swon
B5
Madlaon Garden A2, A4, A5
Millar* Landing
A3
MCI
AS
MF Hooligan'*
B2
Main Street Chevron
A2
Murphy Family
A4
Powarhouaa Gym
B5
B3
Pizza Hut
Pizza Magia
A3
Regis
A2
Subway
B5
Substance Abuse
AS
Sara-Tech
A2
Sunchaae
A4
Turtle* Laundry
A4
The Tannery
A3
TIAA-Cref
B4
Wyatt's
B2
Woody'a
A4, A5
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Glyndon Tailors
103 South Third
859-623-1308
all alterations Including:
• hem jeans
• replace zippers
• repairs & buttons
• alter formals
• tuxedo rentals

mSTAMT CARE CENTER
*W UWwwaay Shopping Ctntm • ftcOmu—t. KY4047S
($59)033-1050 • (M») 623-0619 (tmx)

W'.ilU In Medical ( are Facility
Services mdude:
• Medical Treatment and Minor Injury Care of adults
and children over two years of age
• Physicals ■ personal, school, sports or insurance
• Laboratory and X-ray Services

Midterms making you ■ little
•edgy?" Wall, fear no more,
the EDGE will cure your
nerves. Our arta and entertainment monthly magazine
is corning back! Find out
what's going on and where
you can catch the action)
To place an ad for the Edga,
call Crystal at 622-1881.

leases' eat w t—«

■

Monday - Friday 8:30 a.m. -8:30 p.m.

1

* in
ial

Saturday 8:30am -600p.m

!

CaA • Owe* • V« • MawrtCd • I .tura.tr

Cent*

We Welcome EKUStudents —

Running out of

\

(

Don't worry!
We've got what you need!
Just look at these benefits!
Accepted at «m\ <lini 1114 location
including the C-Store in Martin Hal
• 5% Bonus Flex added to account on
ALL deposits after your initial deposit.
(I \.iiii|il< :

Deposit SI 00. (.< i N ~> in Boil Its 11< \i

• SI Off cash price in the Fresh Food Co!

• {)% Sales Tax on ALL pint liases!
• "X

2)«i«^ £trv'isfi

Here's how you can purchase more:
Call 2179 or stop by the Dining Card
Office in Powell 16.
Visit our website EKUDIINING.COM
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Roy and Sue have Way
Kidd honored by university,
alumni for accomplishments
BY

Jo—»rUr»

Sports adfev
Words of glory and lavish gifts
were showered upon a man who
baa dedicated 38 years of service
to Eastern and the surrounding
community.
A man who, after four decades,
has accomplished what only eight
men have been able to — direct
his teams to 300 victories.
A stretch of Kit Carson Drive
thai passes Roy Kidd Stadium was
renamed Roy and Sue KkJd Way
Kidd was given a 2001 Volvo
Cross Country sports utility vehicle Mayor Ann Durham and
County Judge-Executive Ken
Clark proclaimed Sept. 22. "Roy
Kidd Day" in Madison County
Eastern's administration had
been planning the celebration
for more than 11 months, and
Kidd was the only person surprised.
"Man. I don't know how this
bunch kept this a secret." Kidd
said."It's just amazing because I
know how everybody likes to
gossip. I found out they started
on this in October."
Roy Kidd was honored
Saturday following Eastern's 2117
loss
to
Ohio
Valley
Conference
rival
Eaatern
Illinois.
A stage was erected on the
field, and many of Kidd's former
players returned to pay homage
to the man who had ahaped
their lives.
More than 7.000 people
looked on as master of ceremonies Greg Stotelmyre. "The
Voice of the Colonels," took the
microphone to start the event.
Stotelmyre introduced
Kidd's
wife
Sue.
Congratulatory remarks from
fellow 300-club members
Bobby Bowden. Joe Paterno
and Eddie Robinson were
made via video.
Although the gifts and presentations were special to Kidd.
the sign that displays his wife's
name along with his strikes a
chord in the man from Corbin.
Kidd also had a street in
Corbin named for him laat
August. Corbin officials renamed
Center Street, Roy Kidd Avenue
in Kidd's honor.
"I can't believe I have two
streets named after me now,"
Kidd
jokingly
aaid
after
Interim-President
Eugene

»: hwartm Praaidsot
Eugana Hugha* prssantad
Roy and Sua Kidd with ■ aigr.
dadtoaHng a poman of KM
Carson Dova m tha* honor
Saturday.

tna crowd al Roy KkJd :
urn Saturday wnaa Waking
frtand Bob Terrs* looks on.
Mora man 7.000 tana lumad
out to w**4Ch •onTa#r pteyvxs
i honor Klod.

>by
KavmMarlln/
Prograas
Graphic by
Eun-Young You/

Roy KkM Stadium Tha KkMs wB

aar during Saturday's caaamony at
40 yaars of marnaga n January

A portion of Kit Canon Drive was
renamed Roy and Sue Kidd Way
Saturday by Eastern in honor of
Coach Kidd's 300th career victory.

Orapnic by Eun-Young You
Hughes presented the placard to
theKidds.
"What makes it special is that
Sue'a name is right up there
beside of mine She has sacrificed
so much putting up with this job for
so many years.
It sure feels good to know people think so much of you to honor
you tras way "Kidd said "When I start
ed this job a lung time ago. I never in
my wildest dreams thought this would
The automobile, which was donat-

ed by friends and associate, of Kidd
was another surprise that awaited the
coach on das special day.
The car was a complete surprise.
It made me feel mighty fine." Kidd
said "If. a great thrii to have people
think so much of you. k feels Bur al
the hard work has finafy paid oft"
Aa the evening dwindled down,
and the crowd began to part, the
group of former Eaatern players
concluded the evening with a powerful rendition of the Colonel victory song "Cabin on the Hill."

Pick the Size that's Right for You
and Get Great Rates all the Time!
$29.99

^

Introducing MinutePass.
•
•
•
•
•

Groat low rates - home and away
Minutes carry over and new expire
Instantly rechargeable - add minutes to your card anytime
Great international rates
MinutePass makes great gifts too!

Get your MinutePass NOW!
visit minutepass.com wean 1-800-256-5482
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